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Heritage Care
Conservation Report

Copper alloy ringpin
02E0462:4:9 Johnstown 1

Archaeologist: Ms. Linda Clarke
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Company: Archaeological Consultancy Services Limited

Details of intervention
FIND#: 02E0462: 4:9

OBJECT: Brooch - annular

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy – tinned.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
This brooch was received for conservation in a complete state but with a bent shaft pin.
Due to dense accretions and mud covering, it was impossible to make further
observations.
NATURE OF DECAY:
Covered with dense accretions and mud, the metal exhibited verdigree of Paratacamite
and Nantokite. Azurite was discovered later under the mud along parts of the shank pin.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 4.80g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 4.42g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS:
L: 80.89mm - total. L: 69mm – shaft pin. W: 3.68mm of ring loop.
Diam: 18.15mm. T: 3.90mm – ring.
TREATED DIMENSIONS:
L: 80.21mm - total. L: 68.61mm – shaft pin. W: 3.63mm of ring loop.
Diam: 17.84mm. T: 2.32mm – ring.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.
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Prior to conservation measures

Revealing art-work during conservation measures
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After conservation treatment

After conservation work

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
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Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
Cleaning first commenced on the flat decorated panels of the ring and this was carried
out using a soft grade glassfibre brush. Work was carried out under X20 magnification
using cold bright electric daylight. This work revealed the wonderful decoration and
great care was employed with the removal of the accretions. When the outline of the
decoration was revealed, dental picks, scalpels and bamboo picks were used to remove
the many spots of Paratacamite from the metal. Unfortunately, the Paratacamite has
burnt craters into the original metal surface but luckily, these are not too visible to the
naked eye. Dense accretions were carefully flicked or chiselled off the surface using
scalpels. As some of the surface decoration is only retained in the patina of the metal,
this patina had to remain although it is composed of Paratacamite. Soil was carefully
worked out of the crevices and corners of the decoration using pointed bamboo.
Bamboo is useful in that it breaks up into brush-like structure – moulding itself into the
contours of the decoration. It should be observed that the decoration runs from one side
to the other through the shank pin bridge.
With the decorated face cleaned back to the original line of metal, work commenced on
the rear face. The same process was employed as was used on the front face.
Cleaning revealed a plain tinned face outlined along all edges by hammered or punched
spots or depressions. Again, Paratacamite had caused damage to this face but
fortunately, this damage is not too visible to the eye.
The side of the ring was cleaned using glassfibre brush and scalpel and this work
revealed a little surprise. Two depressions were revealed giving the impression that the
ring is made up by two plates sandwiched together. These depressions or grooves are
carefully made, are accurately spaced apart and run around the outline edge of the ring.
The shank suffered from active Azurite. This was only observed after the accretions
were removed. This has left a much-pitted surface in various areas of the shank pin. A
feint decoration line can be observed running from the top of the bend to the clasp-ring
where it divides into a “Y” pattern to run onto the clasp-ring. Grooves on the clasp-ring
were also uncovered during cleaning. Cleaning revealed traces of tinning particular to
one side.
Due to the decay within the decorated surface a decision had to be taken to either
conserve the decoration or conserve the metal. My decision was to conserve the
decoration and hopefully, using protective coatings and a stable environment, the metal
should not decay at a rapid pace. I felt it more important to preserve the art-work
remaining in the active patina instead of cutting away the salts and filling them with a
slurry of silver oxide which would be the appropriate action for undecorated metal. In
this state the metal was immersed in a 3% solution of Benzotriazole in solution with
Ethanol for 60 hours.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to which silica matte was added. When
dry, the brooch was coated with a microcrystalline wax – Renaissance.
COMMENTS: This copper alloy annular brooch or pin is likely to be bronze due to the
colour of the metal. This can only be confirmed by analysis but due to the tinning on the
surface, care should be taken in selecting a surface area free of tin. Overall, the
discovery of this brooch should add to the small pool of brooches of this style and size,
and is a wonderful addition to the heritage of the country.
This archaeological brooch was conserved by Adrian Kennedy, Heritage Care in 2002. It was conserved under licence
issued through the National Museum of Ireland in accordance with the National Monuments Acts. The brooch listed in
this report has been treated to a standard approved for the storage conditions within the National Museum archaeological
storage facility.
Heritage Care Business Reg. No. 168214

VAT Reg. No.1498214 K
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1 Sycamore Close, Dublin 24

APPENDIX 4
LEAD/SILVER CONSERVATION
REPORT
By Adrian Kennedy
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Heritage Care
Conservation Report

Silver & Lead
02E0462
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Johnstown

Archaeologist: Ms Linda Clarke
Company: Archaeological Consultancy Services Limited, Greenhills, Drogheda, Co. Louth

Details of intervention
FIND#: 1052:2

OBJECT: Coin

COMPOSITION: Silver.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Clipped edges and worn in areas.
NATURE OF DECAY: Soiled and suffered with silver sulphide.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 0.85g.
TREATED WEIGHT: No change.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: T: 0.80mm. Diam: 14.50mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No change.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation intervention
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling. Never
store or place silver on/with horn, bone, wool or other materials containing Keratin.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The sulphides were washed off using a solution of Ammonium thiosulphate @ 3% in
water to which 1/% non-ionic detergent (Synperonic) was added.
A protective coating was applied using a nitro-cellulose – Frigilene to seal the surface
from moisture and pollutants.
COMMENTS: None.
FIND#: 1:297

OBJECT: Button

COMPOSITION: Lead – backing, copper alloy core, silvered face.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The sewing eye is missing.
NATURE OF DECAY: Soiled with mud and suffered with Lead Carbonate.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 7.80g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 7.60g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: T: 3.62mm. Diam: 24.78mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: T: 3.43mm. Diam: 24.54mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation intervention

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling. Never
store or place silver on/with horn, bone, wool or other materials containing Keratin.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
This button was cleaned of accretions and carbonates using a scalpel, glassfibre and
burnishing brushes. This work revealed a button constructed with a copper alloy core
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backed with Lead and faced with silver. The Lead was badly decayed and falling into
tiny fragments.
A protective coating was applied using a nitro-cellulose – Frigilene to seal and
strengthen the surface from fracture, moisture and pollutants.
COMMENTS: None.

These archaeological objects were conserved by Adrian Kennedy, Heritage Care in June 2003.
They were conserved under licence issued through the National Museum of Ireland in accordance with the
National Monuments Acts.
All objects listed in this report have been treated to a standard approved for the storage conditions within the
National Museum archaeological storage facility.
Heritage Care Business Reg. No. 168214
VAT Reg. No.1498214 K
Registered address 1 Sycamore Close, Dublin 24
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APPENDIX 3
COPPER ALLOY CONSERVATION
REPORT
By Adrian Kennedy
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Heritage Care
Conservation Report

Copper alloy
02E0462 Johnstown 1
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Archaeologist: Ms. Linda Clarke
Company: Archaeological Consultancy Services Limited, Greenhills, Drogheda, Co. Louth

Details of intervention
FIND#: 1:307

OBJECT: Shank (from pin?)

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The shank is slightly bent in an “S” shape.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with patinated accretions and suffered with active Azurite
chlorides as could be seen where the terminals were broken.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 1.93g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.60g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 70.05mm. Diam: 2.70mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 66.69mm. Diam: 2.30mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using scalpel, glassfibre and burnishing brushes
under a X50 microscope using white light. These accretions were unusually dense and
in addition, Paratacamite was uncovered under them. These chlorides had eroded
much of the original surface.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 11 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture, followed with a top
coating using microcrystalline wax – Renaissance to react to temperature changes.
COMMENTS: No decoration of features uncovered.
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FIND#: 1:340

OBJECT: Thimble

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Possible remains of textile within socket.
NATURE OF DECAY: This find was covered with accretions.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 5.15g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 4.90g. (5.05g with textile pad).
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 18.24mm. Diam: 18.11mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No change.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using glassfibre and burnishing brushes under a
X50 microscope using white light. A textile pad for protecting a sensitive fingertip was
discovered jammed into the end of the thimble. This pad is in a good and stable
condition.
Any chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of Benzotriazole
for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: See pad inside thimble – handle with extreme care.
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FIND#: 556:53

OBJECT: Pin

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
This is an unusual type of pin. The shaft was badly damaged by decay – leaving little
metal in the centre of the shaft. The shaft is also bent in two places.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with muddy accretions and suffered with active Paratacamite
chlorides leaving the metallic remains in a fragile state.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 3.20g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 2.78g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 55.60mm - bent. Diam: 13.52mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 55.49mm - bent. Diam: 13.11mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
While cleaning the brooch of muddy accretions it was observed that a separate washerlike ring was inserted into the cavity of the spiral ring. This washer-like ring lines the
inner curve of the spiral. This washer-like ring was broken caused by corrosion. The
accretions were carefully removed using scalpel, glassfibre and burnishing brushes
under a X50 microscope using white light.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 15 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture, followed with a top
coating using microcrystalline wax – Renaissance to react to temperature changes.
COMMENTS: No decoration observed.

FIND#: 834:1

OBJECT: Shroud pin

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The shank is v.s. bent.
NATURE OF DECAY: This pin suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light for weighing.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 22.80mm. Diam: 1.60mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using scalpel and glassfibre brush under a X50
microscope using white light.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 3 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture, followed with a top
coating using microcrystalline wax – Renaissance to react to temperature changes.
COMMENTS: None.

FIND#: 857:1

OBJECT: Medieval decorated ring pin

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
This pin is plain in style with a circular ring. The pin is crudely linked to the ring by being
bent over. The terminals of the ring are rolled into themselves.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with clay slurry and suffered with active Paratacamite and Azurite
chlorides. These chlorides have caused loss to the surface of the metal.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 3.80g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 3.80g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS:
L: 62.30mm - bent. Diam of ring: 25.60mm X 25.10mm. Thickness of wire: 2.60mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.
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Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using glassfibre and burnishing brushes only
under a X50 microscope using white light. The reason why chemicals and cutting tools
were not employed was because the remaining surface is so badly decomposed. The
patination is simply a soft crust made up of soluble chlorides – Paratacamite, Nantokite
and Azurite. This crust is all that remains of the true surface and I felt it proper to retain
it for true size and finish. If it were removed, the remaining metal surface would likely be
badly pitted with much loss and no true line.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 4days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture, followed with a top
coating using microcrystalline wax – Renaissance to react to temperature changes.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 918:1 & 2

OBJECT: Shroud pin with attached textile fragment

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy and textile.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
Find #1 is complete with fibres attached. Find #2 is the remains of a pin shank.
NATURE OF DECAY:
Both finds suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides. The textile remains are fibres
that have dried out fully.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean find #1 to reveal surface detail and conserve both finds to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 0.50g – find #1. Find #2 is too light for weighing.
TREATED WEIGHT: No obvious change.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 32.40mm. Diam: 2.03mm – find #1. L: 7.48mm – find #2.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

# 1 Prior to conservation measures

# 2 Prior to conservation measures
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling and
handle with extreme care.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using scalpel under a X50 microscope using
white light. Textile and flesh remains were untreated because they were dried out.
However, if handled carefully they should remain in good condition.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: Handle with care.

FIND#: 918:3

OBJECT: Shroud pin fragments (2)

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
NATURE OF DECAY: The fragments suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION: Conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light for measuring.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 3.35mm - both.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No change.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using scalpel under a X50 microscope using
white light. This work revealed textile fibres (white/cream coloured) on the longer piece
and a split on the shorter piece.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for one day.
A protective coating was applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: Fragile. Fibres uncovered.

FIND#: 923:1

OBJECT: Shroud pin

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Complete.
NATURE OF DECAY: This pin suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 0.10g.
TREATED WEIGHT: No obvious change.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 29.62mm. Diam: 2.50mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using scalpel and glassfibre brush under a X50
microscope using white light.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 3 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: None.

FIND#: 1013:1

OBJECT: Shroud pin

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy – tinned or silvered?
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Complete.
NATURE OF DECAY: This find suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light for measuring.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 27.23mm. Diam: 1.60mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using scalpel and glassfibre brushes under a
X50 microscope using white light revealing traces of silvering to the surface.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: None.

FIND#: 1013:2

OBJECT: Shroud pin

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Complete.
NATURE OF DECAY: This pin suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light to record.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 27.83mm. Diam: 1.70mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using scalpel and glassfibre brushes under a
X50 microscope using white light revealing traces of silvering to the surface.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: None.

FIND#: 1027:1

OBJECT: Shroud pin

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Complete and bent.
NATURE OF DECAY: This pin suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light to record.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 31.60mm. Diam: 1.85mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using scalpel and glassfibre brushes under a
X50 microscope using white light revealing traces of silvering to the surface.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: None.

FIND#: 1028:1

OBJECT: Shroud pin

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Complete.
NATURE OF DECAY: This pin suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light to record.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 27.08mm. Diam: 1.58mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using scalpel and glassfibre brushes under a
X50 microscope using white light revealing a tiny textile fragment attached to the
rounded terminal and traces of silvering to the copper alloy metal.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: None.

FIND#: 1029:1 to 5

OBJECT: Shroud pins

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
Find #1 had a broken tip. Find #3 has lost its tip. Find #4 is incomplete.
NATURE OF DECAY:
These pins were covered with accretions and suffered with active Paratacamite
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light to record.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS:
#1 - L: 24.15mm – broken. #2 - L: 27.30mm. #3 - L: 26mm.
#4 - 8.32mm – incomplete. #5 - L: 32.30mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.
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Prior to conservation measures #1 on top to #5 on bottom

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using scalpel and glassfibre brushes under a
X50 microscope using white light. This revealed traces of silvering to the surface of the
metal.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: None.

FIND#: 1032:1 & 2

OBJECT: Shroud pin & fragments of shroud pin

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Pin #1 is broken into 3 pieces. Pin #2 is complete.
NATURE OF DECAY:
These pins were covered with accretions and suffered with active Paratacamite
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light to measure.
TREATED WEIGHT: No obvious change.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 25.95mm. Diam: 1.55mm – pin #2 only.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
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OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

#1 Prior to conservation measures

#2 Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using glassfibre brush under a X50 microscope
using white light revealing traces of silvering on the surfaces.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS:

FIND#: 1034:1

OBJECT: Shroud pin
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COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Complete and severely cracked at bend.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This pin was covered with accretions and suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light to measure.
TREATED WEIGHT: No obvious change.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 23.10mm – slightly bent. Diam: 1.65mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The minor accretions were carefully removed using glassfibre brush under a X50
microscope using white light revealing traces of silvering to the surface.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: None.

FIND#: 1057:1 & 2

OBJECT: Shroud pin & textile fibre remains
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COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
Find #1 is a pin wrapped in textile fibre. Find # 2 is textile fibre.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This pin was covered with fibre and suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light to record.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: Not recorded.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

#1 Prior to conservation measures

#2 Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
Only a limited amount of accretions were removed due to the fragile nature of the flesh
and textile fibres. Grit and soil was only removed using a scalpel under a X50
microscope using white light. A silvered copper alloy pin was observed.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: None.

FIND#: 1095:1

OBJECT: Shroud pin

149

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The complete pin is slightly bent.
NATURE OF DECAY: This pin suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light to record.
TREATED WEIGHT: No obvious change.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 23.75mm. Diam: 1.58mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using glassfibre brush under a X50 microscope
using white light revealing silvering to the surface.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: None.

FIND#: 1096:1 & 2

OBJECT: Shroud pins

150

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
Pin #1 is wrapped with textile fibres. Both pins are complete.
NATURE OF DECAY:
These pins suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides. The fibres were dried out.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve metal to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light to record.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS:
L: 32.70mm. Diam: 3.35mm – find #1. L: 30.38mm. Diam: 1.80mm – find #2.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

#1 Prior to conservation measures

#2 Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
Only some of the accretions could be removed from pin #1 due to the adhesion of the
textile remains. This was done using a glassfibre brush under a X50 microscope using
white light revealing a pin differing the others in the collection in that the domehead is
not spiral-wound but cast. The textile remains are of a woven white coloured fibre and
remains of flesh adhere to this and the pin. Accretions from pin #2 were removed using
a glassfibre brush – revealing traces of silvering to the surface.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the finds in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: None.

FIND#: 1098:2

OBJECT: Shroud pin

151

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: This pin is complete.
NATURE OF DECAY: This pin suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light to measure.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 30.25mm. Diam: 1.90mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using glassfibre brush under a X50 microscope
using white light revealing traces of silvering to the surface metal.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: None.

FIND#: 1104:1

OBJECT: Shroud pin

152

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This pin was covered with accretions and suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light to measure.
TREATED WEIGHT: No obvious change.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 26.12mm. Diam: 1.71mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
Most of the accretions were removed using scalpel under a X50 microscope using white
light. This revealed small traces of textile fibre (white) and smaller traces of silvering.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: None.

FIND#: 1110:1 & 2

OBJECT: Shroud pin fragments

153

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
These fragments are a pinhead (#2) and a shank fragment (#1) with textile fibres.
NATURE OF DECAY:
These finds were covered with textile remains and suffered with active Paratacamite
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light to measure.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: Not recorded.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

#1 & 2 Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
Very little of the accretions were removed because both fragments of the pin –1 & 2
were covered with a white/cream coloured woven textile.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the finds in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were not applied to the metal because it was covered with textile
fibres.
COMMENTS: None.

FIND#: 1112:1

OBJECT: Shroud pin with flesh attached
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COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Flesh fibre attached to pin.
NATURE OF DECAY: This find suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 0.20g.
TREATED WEIGHT: No obvious change.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 35.51mm. Diam: 2mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
Little accretions were removed because of the large volume of flesh adhering to the
metal. The pinhead is solid and not spiral – unlike the majority of pins related to this
conservation project.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: None.

FIND#: 1120:1 & 2

OBJECT: Shroud pins

155

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
Find #1 is complete but slightly bent. Find #2 is in two pieces and the dome head is
missing.
NATURE OF DECAY: This finds suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION: Conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light to measure.
TREATED WEIGHT: No obvious change.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS:
L: 33.35mm. Diam: 2mm - #1. L: 22.88mm. Diam: 0.73mm - #2, combined two pieces.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

#1 Prior to conservation measures

#2 Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using glassfibre brushes under a X50
microscope using white light revealing a seam running the length of each fragment and
traces of silvering to the metal surface.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the finds in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: None.

FIND#: 1120:3

OBJECT: Shroud pin

156

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Complete but slightly bent.
NATURE OF DECAY: This find suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION: Conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light to measure.
TREATED WEIGHT: No obvious change.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 33.10mm. Diam: 1.83mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using glassfibre brushes under a X50
microscope using white light.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: None.

FIND#: 1123:1

OBJECT: Shroud pin fragment

157

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The pointed terminal of the pin shank is missing.
NATURE OF DECAY: This find suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION: Conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light to measure.
TREATED WEIGHT: No obvious change.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 14.28mm. Diam: 1.68mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using glassfibre brush under a X50 microscope
using white light revealing traces of silvering to surface metal.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: None.

FIND#: 1132/1135:1 to 5

OBJECT: Shroud pins with fibre attached

158

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
Pins #1 and 5 have textile fibre attached. All pins are straight and complete. Pin #3 had
tiny trace of textile revealed close to the point during removal of accretions.
NATURE OF DECAY:
These pins suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides. The textile fibres were fully
dried out and brittle.
AIM OF INTERVENTION: Conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Not measured.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS:
1 = L: 31mm. 2 = L: 30.35mm. 3 = L: 32.29mm. 4 = L: 31.15mm. 5 = L: 30.02mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious changes.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

# 1 Prior to conservation measures

# 2 Prior to conservation measures

# 3 Prior to conservation measures

# 4 Prior to conservation measures
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# 5 Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using scalpel and/or glassfibre brushes under a
X50 microscope using white light. Pin #5 broke during the intervention and was repaired
using HMG nitro-cellulose adhesive.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the pins in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 4 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1132:6

OBJECT: Shroud pin

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Incomplete and in two fragments.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was broken and suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION: Conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light to measure.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 22.50mm. Diam: 2.25mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were carefully removed using scalpel under a X50 microscope using
white light revealing traces of silvering to the surface.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the finds in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1133:1

OBJECT: Shroud pin

COMPOSITION: Copper alloy.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Complete and straight.
NATURE OF DECAY: This find suffered with active Paratacamite chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION: Conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light to measure.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 29.95mm. Diam: 1.87mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No obvious change to dimensions.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.

Avoid

TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were not removed because they made up of mainly textile fibres.
The active chlorides were neutralised by immersing the find in a 15% solution of
Benzotriazole for 2 days.
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to seal out moisture.
COMMENTS: None.

These archaeological objects were conserved by Adrian Kennedy, Heritage Care in July 2003.
They were conserved under licence issued through the National Museum of Ireland in accordance with the
National Monuments Acts.
All objects listed in this report have been treated to a standard approved for the storage conditions within the
National Museum archaeological storage facility.
Heritage Care Business Reg. No. 168214
VAT Reg. No.1498214 K
Registered address 1 Sycamore Close, Dublin 24
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APPENDIX 2
IRON CONSERVATION
REPORT
By Adrian Kennedy

1

Heritage Care

Conservation Report

Iron finds
02E0462 Johnstown 1

2

Archaeologist: Ms. Linda Clarke

Company: Archaeological Consultancy Services Limited, Greenhills, Drogheda, Co. Louth

FIND#: 1:8

OBJECT: Blade

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Rivet in place on handle.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 22.40g.
TREATED WEIGHT:
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 86.90mm. W: 28.80mm. T: 9.43mm at rivet.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 80.35mm. W: 20.90mm. T: 5.72mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel, pneumatic vibrotool and Deoxidene – a
phosphoric based acid for 1 week.
Chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method of
boiling/cooling followed with silver nitrate tests until the results proved clear. The
iron surface was then converted to a stable Tannate by boiling the find in Tannic acid
@ 5% solution. The Tannate was allowed to ripen over a number of days prior to
sealing the surface.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.

3

FIND#: 1:11

OBJECT: Chisel

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: A corner of the cutting edge is missing.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 28.55g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 25.43g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 78.70mm - curved. W: 12.60mm X 12.80mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 76.79mm. W: 11.72mm X 11.25mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel, glassfibre brush and by soaking in a
15% solution of Deoxidene – a phosphoric based acid for 4 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.

4

FIND#: 1:13

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: This nail is bent over in two places.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 28.85g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 22.28g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 96.30mm. Diam: 25mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 95mm. Diam: 24.24mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were carefully removed using a scalpel and burnishing brush.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.

5

FIND#: 1:22

OBJECT: Horseshoe

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: This shoe is incomplete.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 167.70g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 138.70g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 130.10mm. W: 35.82mm. T: 8.60mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 129mm. W: 33.55mm. T: 7.75mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense muddy accretions were removed using a pneumatic vibrotool and by
soaking in a 5% solution of Deoxidene in water. This work revealed the remains of
two nails embedded in their sockets.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.

6

FIND#: 1:54

OBJECT: Nail or rod

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 1.50g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.05g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 45mm. Diam: 7.50mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 44.90mm. Diam: 4.58mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were carefully removed using a scalpel and burnishing brush.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.

7

FIND#: 1:57

OBJECT: Nail or shaft of unidentified object

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Square sectioned.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 4g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 3g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 61.30mm. W: 6mm X 5.22mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 60mm. W: 4.70mm X 3.50mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron after some cleaning by scalpel using
the intensive washing method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear.
Tannic acid was added to the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate
allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.

8

FIND#: 1:69

OBJECT: Sheeting fragment

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 10.72g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 6.50g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 50.60mm. W: 32.22mm. T: 5.12mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 50.20mm. W: 31.65mm. T: 2.30mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel, glassfibre brush and by soaking in a
15% solution of Deoxidene – a phosphoric based acid for 4 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.

9

FIND#: 1:75

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Slightly twisted towards point.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 5.38g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 4.16g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 60.87mm. Diam: 10.30mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 60.11mm. Diam: 9.70mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.

10

FIND#: 1:85

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Square section and slightly bent.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 34.80g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 31g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 63.63mm. W: 25.40mm X 22.23mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 62.12mm. W: 23.70mm X 21mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel and by immersion in Deoxidene – a
phosphoric based acid for 4 days.
Chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method of
boiling/cooling followed with silver nitrate tests until the results proved clear. The
iron surface was then converted to a stable Tannate by boiling the find in Tannic acid
@ 5% solution. The Tannate was allowed to ripen over a number of days prior to
sealing the surface with Ercaline to which 1-% Carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.

11

FIND#: 1:89

OBJECT: Loop

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 38.90g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 35g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 87.19mm. W: 24.22mm. T: 8mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 86.50mm. W: 23.70mm. T: 7.40mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel, glassfibre brush and by soaking in a
15% solution of Deoxidene – a phosphoric based acid for 4 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.

12

FIND#: 1:93

OBJECT: Blade

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 13.45g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 9.15g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 72.75mm. W: 23.85mm. T: 5mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 72.75mm. W: 23.45mm. T: 3.18mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were carefully removed using a scalpel – revealing a fracture
across the blade close to the centre.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:94 & 95

OBJECT: Nails

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Both nails are bent.
NATURE OF DECAY:
The nails were covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 94 = 6g. 95 = 2.30g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 94 = 3.58g. 95 = 1.53g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS:
94 = L: 47.40mm - bent. Diam: 12.50mm.
95 = L: 34.20mm X 21.10mm bent. Diam: 9.70mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS:
94 = L: 46.30mm - bent. Diam: 11.42mm.
95 = L: 32.25mm X 18mm bent. Diam: 9mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

#94 Prior to conservation measures

#95 Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed from both nails using scalpel and by immersion in
Deoxidene – a phosphoric based acid for 4 days.
Chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method of
boiling/cooling followed with silver nitrate tests until the results proved clear. The
iron surface was then converted to a stable Tannate by boiling the find in Tannic acid
@ 5% solution. The Tannate was allowed to ripen over a number of days prior to
sealing the surface with Ercaline.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:99

OBJECT: Pointed rod

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 7.50g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 4.41g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 103.60mm. Diam: 6.50mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 103.20mm. Diam: 4.98mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel and by immersion in Deoxidene – a
phosphoric based acid for 4 days.
Chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method of
boiling/cooling followed with silver nitrate tests until the results proved clear. The
iron surface was then converted to a stable Tannate by boiling the find in Tannic acid
@ 5% solution. The Tannate was allowed to ripen over a number of days prior to
sealing the surface with Ercaline.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:105

OBJECT: Key

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
The turning ring was broken into two pieces.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail, conserve to retard further decay and repair turning
ring.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 18g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 15.50g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 82mm. W: 30.60mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 80.92mm. W: 29.50mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel, glassfibre brush and by soaking in a
15% solution of Deoxidene – a phosphoric based acid for 4 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS:
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FIND#: 1:109

OBJECT: Scribing tool

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Square sectioned.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This tool was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 21.03g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 16.50g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 96.28mm. W: 13.42mm X 10.30mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 93.75mm. W: 8.38mm X 8.72mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel and by immersion in Deoxidene – a
phosphoric based acid for 4 days.
Chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method of
boiling/cooling followed with silver nitrate tests until the results proved clear. The
iron surface was then converted to a stable Tannate by boiling the find in Tannic acid
@ 5% solution. The Tannate was allowed to ripen over a number of days prior to
sealing the surface using Ercaline – with Carbon added @ 1% w/v.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:124 to 130

OBJECT: Nails and unidentified object

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: #125 is unidentified.
NATURE OF DECAY:
These nails were covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT:
124 = 4.10g. 125 = 7.80g. 126 = 4g. 127 = 5.30g.
128 = 2.50g. 129 = 6.63g. 130 = 26.10g.
TREATED WEIGHT:
124 = 2.98g. 125 = 4.50g. 126 = 1.50g. 127 = 2.70g.
128 = 1.50g. 129 = 4.49g. 130 = 21.70g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS:
124 = L: 50.25mm. Diam: 6.70mm. 125 = L: 49.20mm. W: 14mm X 5.90mm.
126 = L: 53mm. Diam: 11.52mm. 127 = L: 66.20mm. Diam: 8.25mm.
128 = L: 42mm. Diam: 8mm. 129 = L: 63mm. Diam: 10.35mm.
130 = L: 87.40mm. Diam: 14mm X 10.38mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS:
124 = L: 48.88mm. Diam: 5.35mm. 125 = L: 46.92mm. W: 11.12m X 4.50mm.
126 = L: 34.18mm. Diam: 8.80mm. 127 = L: 60.80mm. Diam: 5.04mm.
128 = L: 38.20mm. Diam: 6.95mm. 129 = L: 62mm. Diam: 8.08mm.
130 = L: 87.08mm. Diam: 13.25mm X 9.52mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

#124 Prior to conservation measures

`#125 Prior to conservation measures
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#126 Prior to conservation measures

`#127 Prior to conservation measures

#128 Prior to conservation measures

`#129 Prior to conservation measures

#30 Prior to conservation measures
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed from all nails and blade using scalpel and by
immersion in Deoxidene – a phosphoric based acid for 4 days.
Chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method of
boiling/cooling followed with silver nitrate tests until the results proved clear. The
iron surface was then converted to a stable Tannate by boiling the find in Tannic acid
@ 5% solution. The Tannate was allowed to ripen over a number of days prior to
sealing the surface with Ercaline.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:131

OBJECT: Bracket

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
This sheeting is either “L” shaped or bent into a “7” shape. Very little metal remains
at the bend. The sheeting is also slightly curved.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides
leaving the metal in a very fragile state.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 25.70g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 16.22g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: W: 28.70mm. T: 11.60mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: W: 26.30mm. T: 11.60mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel, glassfibre brush and by soaking in a
15% solution of Deoxidene – a phosphoric based acid for 4 days. This caused the
remaining solid metal pieces to separate. Unfortunately the edges do not match and
could not be joined with adhesive. Two holes were revealed.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:136

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Tapering shank.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This nail was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 4.82g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 3.30g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 74.25mm. W: 7.20mm X 4.72mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 73.62mm. W: 6.68mm X 3.62mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel and by immersion in Deoxidene – a
phosphoric based acid for 4 days.
Chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method of
boiling/cooling followed with silver nitrate tests until the results proved clear. The
iron surface was then converted to a stable Tannate by boiling the find in Tannic acid
@ 5% solution. The Tannate was allowed to ripen over a number of days prior to
sealing the surface using Ercaline.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:155

OBJECT: Handle / Blade fragment

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Little of the blade remains.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 9.70g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 6.85g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 60.50mm. W: 23mm. Diam: 6.55mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 60.12mm. W: 21.48mm. Diam: 4.42mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were carefully removed using a scalpel and burnishing brush.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:167
awl/punch?

OBJECT:

Unidentified

wedge-like

find.

Possible

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: This find appears to be bent or curved.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 16g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 11.80g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 72.22mm. W: 12.34 X 8mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 68.85mm. W: 10.32 X 6.08mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel, glassfibre brush and by soaking in a
15% solution of Deoxidene – a phosphoric based acid for 4 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:168 & 169

OBJECT: Nails

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Find #169 is bent.
NATURE OF DECAY:
These finds were covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 168 = 17g. 169 = 6g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 168 = 11.18g. 169 = 3.25g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS:
168 = L: 64.92mm. Diam: 19mm. 169 = L: 43mm – bent. Diam: 11mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS:
168 = L: 62.75mm. Diam: 16.80mm. 169 = L: 41.75mm – bent. Diam: 10.39mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

#168 Prior to conservation measures

#169 Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed from both nails using scalpel and by immersion in a
solution Deoxidene – a phosphoric based acid for 4 days.
Chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method of
boiling/cooling followed with silver nitrate tests until the results proved clear. The
iron surface was then converted to a stable Tannate by boiling the find in Tannic acid
@ 5% solution. The Tannate was allowed to ripen over a number of days prior to
sealing the surface with Ercaline.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:170

OBJECT: Ponyshoe fragment

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Incomplete.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 17g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 10.50g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 56.95mm. W: 24.15mm. T: 7mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 55.72mm. W: 20.15mm. T: 3.92g.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel, glassfibre brush and by soaking
in a 15% solution of Deoxidene – a phosphoric based acid for 4 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:171

OBJECT: Unidentified find – likely to be slag

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and was converted to a stable oxide
state.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and seal surface to retard decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 7.68g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 7.08g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 30.75mm. W: 17.12mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 30.75mm. W: 16.40mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel and glassfibre brush revealing a stable
uneven metallic surface in a structure similar to slag.
The slag was converted to a stable Tannate by boiling the find in a solution of Tannic
acid @ 15% in water.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:173

OBJECT: Sheeting

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was/is in a stable condition and only required surface cleaning to reveal true
remaining surface details. A crack was observed running along the side indicating
the possibility of two pieces of iron sheeting joined.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and seal surface to retard decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 11.53g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 11.38g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 52.20mm. W: 29.40mm. T: 6.90mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 52.20mm. W: 29mm. T: 6.50mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
Fragile.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
While undergoing photography this find broke into a number of pieces. Upon
inspection, it was found that most of the metal under the muddy accretions had
decayed to a fragile oxide state leaving little or no solid metal in place. The pieces
were reassembled using HMG nitro-cellulose adhesive and infixed – where
necessary with Milliput.
The find was converted to a stable Tannate by boiling it in a solution of Tannic acid
@ 15% in water.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:174 to 179

OBJECT: Nails

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
These nails were covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT:
174 = 3g. 175 = 2.50g. 176 = 2.60g 177 = 3.20g. 178 = 4.70g. 179 = 4.83g.
TREATED WEIGHT:
174 = 1.73g. 175 = 1.39g. 176 = 1.72g 177 = 1.90g. 178 = 3.65g. 179 = 3.15g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS:
174 = 31.05mm X 9.80mm. 175 = 31.50mm X 10mm. 176 = 37.85mm X 10mm.
177 = 49.50mm X 5.90mm. 178 = 67.25mm X 5.25mm. 179 = 65.35mm X 12mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS:
174 = 29.28mm X 5.72mm. 175 = 28.69mm X 9.50mm. 176 = 34.11mm X 9.70mm.
177 = 48.72mm X 4.21mm. 178 = 66.91mm X 4.75mm. 179 = 59mm X 7.65mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

#174 Prior to conservation measures

#175 Prior to conservation measures

#176 Prior to conservation measures

#177 Prior to conservation measures
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#178 Prior to conservation measures

#179 Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed from all nails using scalpel and by immersion in
Deoxidene – a phosphoric based acid for 4 days.
Chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method of
boiling/cooling followed with silver nitrate tests until the results proved clear. The
iron surface was then converted to a stable Tannate by boiling the find in Tannic acid
@ 5% solution. The Tannate was allowed to ripen over a number of days prior to
sealing the surface.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:181

OBJECT: Band fragment or curved wedge

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 7.70g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 4.0g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 43.40mm - curved. W: 10.30mm X 6.42mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 40.38mm. W: 9.30mm X 3.60mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel, glassfibre brush and by soaking in a
15% solution of Deoxidene – a phosphoric based acid for 4 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:182

OBJECT: Fork tool for leather work – socketed and 4 pronged

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 28.70g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 21.40g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 56.15mm. W: 33mm. Diam: 25.74mm at socket aperture.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 54.20mm. W: 31.55mm. Diam: 23.50mm at socket.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel, glassfibre brush and by soaking in a
15% solution of Deoxidene – a phosphoric based acid for 3 days. This work
revealed that two prongs were rusted away and remained (in shape) by the mud
covering. The missing prongs were rebuilt using Milliput clay.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:184

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: This nail is slightly bent.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 15.50g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 11.55g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 73.15mm. W: 13.50mm X 8.85mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 70.85mm. W: 10.55mm X 7.73mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel, glassfibre brush and by soaking in a
15% solution of Deoxidene – a phosphoric based acid for 3 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:188

OBJECT: Sheeting

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None but appears to have any original edges.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT:
TREATED WEIGHT: 3.86g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 44.10mm. W: 29.30mm. T: 3.35mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 44mm. W: 29.20mm. T: 2.55mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
This find is fragile.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Scalpel and Deoxidene – a phosphoric-based acid, removed the accretions. The
sheet broke during treatment and was repaired using HMG – a nitro-cellulose
adhesive.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:189

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Bent.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 20.60g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 16.77g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 70.12mm. W: 15.80mm X 12.50mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 68.90mm. W: 13.83mm X 12mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Scalpel and Deoxidene – a phosphoric-based acid, removed the accretions. A small
piece of fibre (paper?) was found attached to the nail as per indicated in the
photograph above.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:194

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Bent.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 29.62g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 23g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 83.25mm. W: 17.60mm X 14.90mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 81.70mm. W: 16.74mm X 14.45mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Many of the accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush – revealing
a layer of stable Magnetite.
As a precaution, any ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive
washing method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was
added to the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:195

OBJECT: Hook-like fragment

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 2g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.40g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 26.80mm. Diam: 7.85mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 25.56mm. Diam: 5.80mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel followed by chemical removal
using Deoxidene @ 15% in water for 1 day. The smaller lump is a waste product.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:212 to 215

OBJECT: Nails

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Find #212 and 214 are extremely bent.
NATURE OF DECAY:
The finds were covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 212 = 17.28g. 213 = 2.22g. 214 = 9.50g. 215 = 8.40g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 212 = 14.40g. 213 = 1.72g. 214 = 7.20g. 215 = 5.30g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS:
212 = 76.50mm X 14.68mm. 213 = 32mm X 10mm.
214 = 71.65mm X 14.30mm. 215 = 72.70mm X 11.20mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS:
212 = 75.80mm X 14.25mm. 213 = 31.20mm X 9.79mm.
214 = 68.70mm X 13.65mm. 215 = 70.20mm X 11.10mm.
L: mm. W: mm. Diam:
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

#212 Prior to conservation measures

#213 Prior to conservation measures

#214 Prior to conservation measures

#215 Prior to conservation measures
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Scalpel and Deoxidene – a phosphoric-based acid, removed the accretions from all
the nails.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:217 to 219

OBJECT: 3 X unidentified finds

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
217 appears like a bent nail. 218 is like a pointed rectangle handle or tool.
219 is sheeting similar to a knife or saw blade fragment.
NATURE OF DECAY:
These finds were covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 217 was 4.90g. 218 was 37.90g. 219 was 18.28g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 217 = 2.64g. 218 = 28.92g. 219 = 13.10g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS:
217 - L: 37.20mm. T: 8.70mm. 218 - L: 112.35mm. W: 10.73mm X 9.80mm.
219 - L: 53.50mm. W: 25.35mm. T: 7.11mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS:
217 - L: 31.40mm. T: 6.40mm. 218 - L: 111.80mm. W: 8.98mm X 9.20mm.
219 - L: 51.15mm. W: 23.90mm. T: 4.22mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The three iron finds – 217 to 219, were cleaned of accretions using a pneumatic
vibrotool and by immersion in a 5% solution of Deoxidene – a phosphoric based
acid.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:221

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Short narrow shank.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 12.90g.
TREATED WEIGHT:
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 22.10mm. Diam: 25.40mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 19.32mm. Diam: 22.95mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Scalpel and Deoxidene – a phosphoric-based acid, removed the accretions.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:223

OBJECT: Fitting

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
The top is circular and a rivet or possible perforation was observed.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 1.63g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.33g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 27.83mm. W: 5.70mm. Diam: 8.25mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 26.93mm. W: 5.35mm. Diam: 6.82mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Scalpel and Deoxidene – a phosphoric-based acid, removed the accretions.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:232

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Bent.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 9.10g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 6.47g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 71.20mm. Diam: 13.10mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 70.82mm. Diam: 12.90mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Scalpel and Deoxidene – a phosphoric-based acid, removed the accretions.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:233

OBJECT: Ring - spiral

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Remaining oxide evidence suggests that this ring
was possibly twice as thick as the remains presented for conservation.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 14.85g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 12.10g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: T: 12.50mm. Diam: 40.90mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: T: 12.10mm. Diam: 36.50mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel followed by chemical removal
using Deoxidene @ 15% in water for 4 days. This work revealed a split ring to which
a piece of metal (link?) was wrapped around.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:235

OBJECT: Band fragment

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
The outer face of this band fragment exhibited a central split indicating a likely wrapover of iron from one edge (or rim).
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 25.32g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 20.45g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 75.60mm. W: 16.58mm. T: 14.12mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 75.30mm. W: 14.20mm. T: 10.60mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
As the remains of this find were quite fragile only limited amounts of accretions could
be safely removed. Those accretions that were removed were removed using a
scalpel followed by limited use of a pneumatic vibrotool. The find was then
immersed in a 15% solution of Deoxidene – a phosphoric-based acid, for 4 days.
This work revealed a sheet of iron wrapped around a solid core.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:236

OBJECT: Band fragment

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 9.17g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 5g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 53.10mm. W: 15.15mm. T: 8.70mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 51.15mm. W: 9.72mm. T: 4.90mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel followed by chemical removal
using Deoxidene @ 15% in water for 4 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:237

OBJECT: Instrument key?

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: A corner is missing from the thumb area.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was/is in a stable condition and only required surface cleaning to reveal the
true remaining surface detail.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and seal surface to retard decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 1.66g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.55g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 28.48mm. W: 12.18mm. T: 4.50mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 28.45mm. W: 11.75mm. T: 3.80mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The clay accretions were removed using a scalpel, glassfibre and burnishing brush.
This revealed a stable magnetite surface.
The find was converted to a stable Tannate by boiling it in a solution of Tannic acid
@ 15% in water. The Tannate was allowed to ripen over a number of days before
the surface was sealed.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:240

OBJECT: Bolt

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 47.85g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 41.80g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 81.90mm. Diam: 20.10mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 79.94mm. Diam: 17.35mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Many of the accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush – revealing
a layer of stable Magnetite and evidence of a threaded roundheaded bolt.
The find was converted to a stable Tannate by boiling it in a solution of Tannic acid
@ 15% in water. The Tannate was allowed to ripen over a number of days before
the surface was sealed.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:242

OBJECT: Door hinge strip

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
Ornamented at point and perforated close to centre. One terminal is broken off.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 37g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 25.70g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 93.80mm. W: 32.15mm. T: 6.80mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 91.47mm. W: 31.10mm. T: 4.35mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using a scalpel followed by limited use of a
pneumatic vibrotool. The finer accretions were removed by immersing the find in a
15% solution of Deoxidene – a phosphoric based acid for 24 hours.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:244

OBJECT: Possible door hinge band

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Slightly bent or curved.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with extensive active ferric
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 49.10g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 40.83g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 140.10mm. W: 29.12mm. T: 4.60mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 138.70mm. W: 28.22mm. T: 3mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel followed by chemical removal
using Deoxidene @ 15% in water for 4 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:246

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 21.85g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 19.12g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 83.25mm. W: 13.45mm X 11mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 81.70mm. W: 12.80mm X 9.62mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Many of the accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush – revealing
a layer of stable Magnetite.
Any possible ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing
method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to
the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:248

OBJECT: Band

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
This find is curved and splays to a flattened terminal at one end and is square in
section at the other end.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 22.20g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 19.20g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 53.45mm – curved. W: 14.50mm. Diam: 9.85mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 51.72mm. W: 12.70mm. Diam: 9.10mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel and vibrotool followed by
chemical removal using Deoxidene @ 15% in water for 4 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:249

OBJECT: possible awl/punch

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Square sectioned tapering to a point.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was/is in a stable condition and required cleaning of accretions to determine
the true remaining surface details.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and seal surface to retard decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 13.40g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 12.40g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 75.10mm. W: 8.50mm X 7.63mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 74.90mm. W: 7.50mm X 7mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush revealing an
uneven surface caused by past decay.
Chlorides were removed using the intensive washing method followed by silver
nitrate tests until proved clear. The find was converted to a stable Tannate by boiling
it in a solution of Tannic acid @ 15% in water. The Tannate was allowed to ripen
over a number of days before the surface was sealed.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:251

OBJECT: Unidentified find

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 35.32g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 21.80g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 82.15mm. W: 32mm. T: 12.42mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 75.85mm. W: 28.20mm. T: 9.60mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed (where possible) using scalpel followed by
chemical removal using Deoxidene @ 15% in water for 4 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:252 and 253

OBJECT: Nails

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Find #252 is bent.
NATURE OF DECAY:
These finds were covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 252 = 4.10g. 253 = 2.70g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 252 =3.08g. 253 = 1.80g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS:
252 = L: 34.50mm – bent. Diam: 9.90mm. 253 = L: 45.95mm. Diam: 10.20mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS:
252 = L: 32.70mm – bent. Diam: 9.58mm. 253 = L: 45.03mm. Diam: 7.80mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

#252 Prior to conservation measures

#253 Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Scalpel and Deoxidene – a phosphoric-based acid, removed the accretions from the
nails.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS:
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FIND#: 1:254

OBJECT: Pin – labelled as nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
The find is bent. It appeared like a pin when received for treatment.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 3.38g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 2.33g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 69mm – bent. Diam: 8.65mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 69mm. Diam: 8.09mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
Fragile.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Scalpel and Deoxidene – a phosphoric-based acid, removed the accretions.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
The tip (tongue) of the loop broke off during conservation treatment (as it is
converted into a brittle oxide). It was re-affixed using HMG – a nitro-cellulose
adhesive.
COMMENTS: It is unfortunate that I could not remove all the accretions and so give
a clearer view of what the structural details are. If all the accretions had been
removed, very little of the original surface and shape would have remained and a lot
of the remaining information would have been lost. Presently, accretions remain in
the centre of the loop and within the protruding “tongue” below the loop. This pin is
FRAGILE.
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FIND#: 1:271

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The point is lost. The head is square shaped.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 4.73g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 3.15g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 41.30mm. W: 12.60mm X 9.35mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 38.55mm. W: 8.62mm X 6.49mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:272

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 1.50g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 0.86g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 35mm. W: 7.16mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 29.95mm. W: 6.28mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Many of the accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush – revealing
a layer of stable Magnetite.
Any possible ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing
method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to
the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS:
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FIND#: 1:273

OBJECT: Blade handle fragment

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Projecting rivet on both faces.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 7.30g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 6.30g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 50.60mm. W: 16.50mm. L: 13.25mm of rivet.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 50.33mm. W: 15.95mm. L: 13.12mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were carefully removed using a scalpel.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS:
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FIND#: 1:284

OBJECT: Hooked band – possible kettle handle

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 50.60g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 25.32g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 121.60mm. W: 27.50mm. T: 7.30mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 116mm. W: 26.05mm. T: 2.35mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel and pneumatic vibrotool followed
by chemical removal using Deoxidene @ 15% in water for 4 days. This revealed the
trace of a rivet hole on the upturned terminal.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:288

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The point is bent and the shank is square in section.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 37.92g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 34.50g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 113.70mm. Diam: 17.10mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 111.85mm. Diam: 16.88mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Many of the accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush – revealing
a layer of stable Magnetite.
Any possible ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing
method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to
the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:289

OBJECTS: Nail and nail-head

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
The finds were covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Nail = 22.30g. Nail head = 3.10g.
TREATED WEIGHT: Nail = 19.61g. Nail head = 2.80g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS:
Nail = L: 74.20mm. W: 17.50mm X 13mm.
Nail-head = L: 10.50mm X 15.15mm X 12.40mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS:
Nail = L: 73.10mm. W: 14.20mm X 10.80mm.
Nail-head = L: 9.47mm X 14.75mm X 12.22mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Many of the accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush – revealing
a layer of stable Magnetite on all three finds.
Any possible ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing
method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to
the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:296

OBJECT: Tack

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Curved and bent at point.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 1.90g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.40g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 27.50mm. W: 9.50mm X 5.65mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 26.85mm. W: 6.91mm X 5.11mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed firstly by scalpel then followed by chemical
reduction using Deoxidene – a phosphoric – based acid for 3 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:298

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Curved and bent.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 2.95g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 2.32g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 40.25mm - bent. Diam: 10.60mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 38.52mm. Diam: 9.22mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Many of the accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush – revealing
a layer of stable Magnetite.
Any possible ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing
method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to
the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:306

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The point is missing.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 3.50g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 2.72g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 36mm. Diam: 12mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 34.58mm. Diam: 10.92mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Many of the accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush – revealing
a layer of stable Magnetite.
Any possible ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing
method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to
the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS:
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FIND#: 1:310

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The head is missing.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 2.70g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.70g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 52.60mm. W: 6.40mm X 4.80mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 49.90mm. W: 5.11mm X 2.92mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Many of the accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush – revealing
a layer of stable Magnetite.
Any possible ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing
method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to
the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:336

OBJECT: Hooked find

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
This find is pointed at one end and splays to a wide flat piece at the other end. The
length of metal is bent over considerably.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 30g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 21.73g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 54.50mm. W: 23mm. Diam: 31.10mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 53mm. W: 16.80mm. Diam: 27.30mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed firstly by scalpel then followed by chemical
reduction using Deoxidene – a phosphoric – based acid for 3 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:338

OBJECT: Hook

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Square sectioned tapering to a point.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 27.72g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 22.80g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 89.40mm. W: 13.10mm X 7.20mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 87.40mm. W: 12.14mm X 6.62mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed firstly by scalpel then followed by chemical
reduction using Deoxidene – a phosphoric – based acid for 3 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1:342

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron with trace of wood attached.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Trace of wood attached.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 9.85g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 9g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 78.40mm. Diam: 15.50mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 78.14mm. Diam: 15.10mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Only soil accretions were removed and these were carefully removed using scalpel
and glassfibre brush – taking extreme care not to dislodge the adhering wood
remains.
The attached wood was consolidated in-situ using Paraloid B72 – a Paracryloid, in
solution with Acetone.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The iron surface only was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using
Ercaline to which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 3:5 & 6

OBJECT: Two worked fittings

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
These finds were/are in a stable condition and required removal of accretions to
reveal the true remaining surface detail.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and seal to retard decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 5 = 15.62g. 6 = 10.50g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 5 = 13g. 6 = 9.00g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS:
5 = L: 58.38mm. W: 13.28mm X 11.90mm. 6 = L: 52mm. W: 16.50mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: 5 = L: 57.70mm. W: 11.82mm. 6 = L: 52mm. W:
16.40mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel. This revealed a broad crack
across find #6. In addition, it revealed the likelihood that find #6 is a small axehead
and that find #5 has a wrap-over of metal at one end. The finds were washed in a
Tannic acid solution of water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen for a
number of days prior to sealing the surface.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: Monitor in January 2004.
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FIND#: 4:7

OBJECT: Unidentified find-possible tool

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The find looked like a piece of curved wire.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense gritty accretions and suffered with active ferric
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 6.40g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 3.40g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 92.90mm. Diam: 11.80mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 90.80mm. Diam: 6.01mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Many of the accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush. The find
broke at one end of the rod as per indicated on the above photograph and was
repaired using HMG nitro-cellulose adhesive.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 4:14

OBJECT: Socketed arrowhead – listed as Tack on bag

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Circular terminal tapering in square section to a
point.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 3.68g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.60g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 36.50mm. Diam: 10.08mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 34.85mm. Diam: 6.90mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel followed by chemical removal
using Deoxidene @ 15% in water for 2 days. This work revealed a socketed
arrowhead.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 4:15 & 16
Hammer

OBJECT:

Rod

and

Jewellers/Cobblers

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
These finds were/are in a stable condition and require removal of accretions to
reveal the true remaining surface detail.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and seal to retard decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 15 = 3.12g. 16 = 19.22g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 15 = 2.50g. 16 = 12.10g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS:
15 = L: 42.35mm. Diam: 7.40mm. 16 = L: 73.33mm. Diam: 14.85mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS:
15 = L: 42.00mm. Diam: 5.50mm. 16 = L: 71.50mm. Diam: 10.40mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
These two finds were cleaned of accretions using scalpel and burnishing brushes.
During this cleaning a jewellers/cobblers hammerhead was uncovered (find #16).
Because of this, further cleaning took place on find #16 using Biox – a phosphoricbased acid over an 8-hour period. The hammerhead retains well preserved handle
remains and iron pin within the socket.
Any possible chlorides were removed using the intensive washing method followed
by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. The iron was converted to a stable Tannate
by boiling it in Tannic acid @ 15% solution in water. The Tannate was allowed ripen
for a number of days prior to sealing the surface.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: Hammer uncovered from accretions.
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FIND#: 4:19

OBJECT: Shank

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 0.80g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 0.60g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 39.70mm. Diam: 3.70mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 39.65mm. Diam: 2.63mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Many of the accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush – revealing
a layer of stable Magnetite.
Any possible ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing
method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to
the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS:
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FIND#: 4:20

OBJECT: Shank or tapering rod

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
This find is wire, curved and wide at one end and tapering to a point.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 3.65g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 3.10g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 83.25mm. Diam: 5.90mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 81.41mm. Diam: 3.66mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Many of the accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush – revealing
a layer of stable Magnetite.
Any possible ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing
method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to
the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 50: 1

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 2g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.60g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 37.25mm. Diam: 9.52mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 35.10mm. Diam: 8.95mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Many of the accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush – revealing
a layer of stable Magnetite.
Any possible ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing
method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to
the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 51:1

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Twisted shank.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 3.10g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 2.28g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 45.50mm. Diam: 10.40mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 45.40mm. Diam: 10.30mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Many of the accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush – revealing
a layer of stable Magnetite.
Any possible ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing
method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to
the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 62:1

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Curved shank.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 32.40g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 29.90g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 82.75mm. W: 21mm X 19.82mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 81.22mm. W: 20.30mm X 19.51mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Many of the accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush – revealing
a layer of stable Magnetite.
Any possible ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing
method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to
the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 94:1
blade

OBJECT: Tanged tool or attachment/possible knife

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The wider terminal appeared to be broken.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 6.10g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 4.28g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 50.33mm. W: 10.10mm X 5.12mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 48.95mm. W: 9.10mm X 3.60mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel followed by chemical removal
using Deoxidene @ 15% in water for 2 days. This revealed a split end.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: Split end revealed.
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FIND#: 124:6

OBJECT: Possible awl/punch

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 8.53g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 5.31g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 80.74mm. W: 8mm X 5.80mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 78.83mm. W: 4.80mm X 7mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel followed by chemical removal
using Deoxidene @ 15% in water for 2 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 124:16

OBJECT: Possible arrowhead?

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense gritty accretions and suffered with active ferric
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 4.23g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 2.50g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 60.87mm. W: 6.50mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 40.87mm. W: 5.30mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel revealing a break quarter way
along shank. This was repaired using HMG nitro-cellulose adhesive.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 124:18

OBJECT: Possible handle fragment

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with extensive active ferric
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 8.97g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 3.70g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 91mm - curved. W: 9.10mm X 8.30mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 78.80mm. W: 7.30mm X 6.25mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel followed by chemical removal
using Deoxidene @ 15% in water for 3 days revealing some loss of metal to the tip.
The loss of metal was restored with Milliput.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: Some loss to original shape.
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FIND#: 124:28

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Point tip missing.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 22.12g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 19.10g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 88.92mm. W: 17mm X 21.30mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 88.40mm. W: 15.55mm X 19.84mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Many of the accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush – revealing
a layer of stable Magnetite.
Any possible ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing
method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to
the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 124:32

OBJECT: Ring pin fragments

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
The ring pin came in two pieces. The broken ring got bent in the past because it
does not line up correctly.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail, repair and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 11.82g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 8.75g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 83.72mm. Diam: 24.60mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 82.18mm. Diam: 22.30mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were carefully removed – where possible, using a scalpel and
various picking tools. The ring was repaired and re-aligned using HMG - a nitrocellulose adhesive.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 124:35

OBJECT: Knife blade

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Incomplete tang handle.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find is stable and only required surface cleaning to remove clay accretions.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and seal surface to retard decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 16.93g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 11.68g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 78.50mm. W: 15.90mm. T: 12.80mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 77.79mm. W: 14.18mm. T: 5.58mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Accretions were carefully removed using scalpel and burnishing brush.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 124:49

OBJECT: Horseshoe

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
The shoe is incomplete on one side. Possibly a pony or donkey shoe.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense gritty accretions and suffered with active ferric
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 70.34g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 44.25g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 93.65mm. W: 26.70mm. Diam: 98.25mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 91.90mm. W: 24.50mm. Diam: 97.70mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed firstly by scalpel then followed by chemical
reduction using Deoxidene – a phosphoric – based acid for 3 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 124:58

OBJECT: Blade

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
This blade remains in two sections – held together by 2mm of metal.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 11.85g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 10g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 110.60mm. W: 13.12mm. T: 6.50mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 110.55mm. W: 10.95mm. T: 4.75mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Much of the dense accretions were carefully removed using a scalpel revealing a
very fragile structure converted in places to an oxide state. The broken sections
were repaired using HMG – a nitro-cellulose adhesive.
Any possible ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing
method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to
the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 124:59

OBJECT: Rod or tool

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Square shanked tapering to a point.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 25.15g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 23.58g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 116.10mm. W: 10.70mm X 9mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 114.80mm. W: 9.38mm X 8mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Due to the fragile nature of this object only limited amounts of accretions could safely
be removed. These accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 124:62

OBJECT: Possible brooch shank fragment/rod

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The find presented for treatment was a shank.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 3.40g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 2.30g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 57.72mm. W: 10.60mm - incl. attached metal. Diam:
6.63mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 57.72mm. Diam: 4.61mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush revealing a straight
shank. The large piece on the side of the shank was a stone.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 124:67

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Bent.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 2.43g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.88g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 32.62mm. W: 9.75mm X 12.30mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 32.20mm. W: 10.05mm X 8.75mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 124:69

OBJECT: Rod or shank

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 12g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 4.40g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 96mm. Diam: 8.85mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 95.91mm. Diam: 5.10mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 124:70

OBJECT: Knife

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Tip of curved blade is missing.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 13.80g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 11.15g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 93.80mm. W: 16.20mm. T: 7.50mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 93.80mm. W: 13.20mm. T: 5.15mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 124:71

OBJECT: Nail or pin

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Point is missing.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 4.68g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.90g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 84.55mm. Diam: 10.30mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 82.92mm. Diam: 8.33mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel, pneumatic vibrotool and by immersion
in Deoxidene – a phosphoric based acid for 6 days.
Chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method of
boiling/cooling followed with silver nitrate tests until the results proved clear. The
iron surface was then converted to a stable Tannate by boiling the find in Tannic acid
@ 5% solution. The Tannate was allowed to ripen over a number of days prior to
sealing the surface.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 173:1

OBJECT: Rod/tool

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was/is in a stable condition and required removal of accretions to reveal the
true remaining surface detail.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 12.38g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 7.47g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 77.80mm. W: 14.30mm. Diam: 12.10mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 74.40mm. W: 8.48mm. Diam: 5.45mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were cleaned off the iron surface using a scalpel and pneumatic
vibro-tool followed by chemical reduction using Biox – a phosphoric based acid,
immersed for a period of 36 hours.
Any possible ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing
method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to
the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 205:2

OBJECT: Pin? Nail?

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The head is half-circular.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 1.74g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.38g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 37.70mm. W: 4.25mm. Diam: 13.02mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 36.80mm. W: 2.95mm. Diam: 11.79mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush revealing
underlying Magnetite.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 212:1

OBJECT: Pin shank /needle

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Bent.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 0.73g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 0.61g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 55.11mm - bent. Diam: 3mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 53.33mm. Diam: 2.20mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 216:1

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Bent.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 6.85g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 5.97g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 45.60mm. W: 13.40mm. Diam. of bend: 24.12mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 45.10mm. W: 12.68mm. Diam: 23.50mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel and burnishing brush revealing a stable
Magnetite surface.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 221:1

OBJECT: Possible harp key /awl/punch

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: A fragment of the turning corner or cutting edge is
lost.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was/is in a stable condition and required removal of accretions to reveal the
true remaining surface detail.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and seal to retard decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 7.70g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 4.70g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 73.75mm. W: 9.55mm. Diam: 7.90mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 72.56mm. W: 8.12mm. Diam: 4.40mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were cleaned off the iron surface using a scalpel and pneumatic
vibro-tool followed by chemical reduction using Biox – a phosphoric based acid
immersed for a period of 36 hours.
Any likely ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing
method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to
the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 221:2

OBJECT: Possible awl/punch

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was in an unstable condition due to active chlorides and required removal
of accretions to reveal the true remaining surface detail and full conservation
measures.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT:
TREATED WEIGHT: 6.25g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 87mm. W: 8.10mm X 7.70mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 83.20mm. W: 6.02mm X 5.58mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were cleaned off the iron surface using a scalpel and pneumatic
vibro-tool followed by chemical reduction using Biox – a phosphoric based acid,
immersed for a period of 36 hours.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 297:2

OBJECT: Knife

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was/is in a stable condition and required removal of accretions to reveal the
true remaining surface detail.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and seal to retard decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 22.68g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 11g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 94.30mm. W: 16.90mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 88.61mm. W: 13.45mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were removed using scalpel, pneumatic vibrotool and burnishing
brush revealing a knife.
Any possible ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing
method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to
the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 300:2

OBJECT: Knife

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Complete.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 18.80g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 12.40g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 104.22mm. W: 18.70mm. T: 9.70mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 100.46mm. W: 14.70mm. T: 6mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were carefully removed using a scalpel followed by chemical
reduction using Deoxidene @ 12% in solution with water over a period of 5 days.
Chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method of
boiling/cooling followed with silver nitrate tests until the results proved clear. The
iron surface was then converted to a stable Tannate by boiling the find in Tannic acid
@ 5% solution. The Tannate was allowed to ripen over a number of days prior to
sealing the surface.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 334:1

OBJECT: Knife

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Tip of tang is missing.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 13.90g.
TREATED WEIGHT:
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 86mm. W: 15.70mm. T: 8.20mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 84.10mm. W: 14.30mm. T: 5.18mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were carefully removed using a scalpel followed by chemical
reduction using Deoxidene @ 12% in solution with water over a period of 5 days.
Chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method of
boiling/cooling followed with silver nitrate tests until the results proved clear. The
iron surface was then converted to a stable Tannate by boiling the find in Tannic acid
@ 5% solution. The Tannate was allowed to ripen over a number of days prior to
sealing the surface.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 344:1

OBJECT: Pike or cone head

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Socketed.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was/is in a stable condition and required removal of accretions to reveal the
true remaining surface detail.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and seal to retard decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 56.90g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 47.10g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 95.50mm. Diam: 23.80mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 91.30mm. Diam: 21.38mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were cleaned off the iron surface using a scalpel and pneumatic
vibro-tool revealing a hollow socket. Part of the rim area was missing and this was
restored with Milliput for aesthetic reasons.
Any possible chlorides were removed using the intensive washing method followed
by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. The iron was converted to a stable Tannate
by boiling it in Tannic acid @ 15% solution in water. The Tannate was allowed ripen
for a number of days prior to sealing the surface.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS:
Monitor in January 2004 due to cleaning and no full conservation measures carried
out.
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FIND#: 556:4

OBJECT: Nail fragments - 4

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
This nail(s) was received broken into 4 fragments. However, there is no evidence to
suggest that these four pieces are in fact one single nail. The pieces were covered
with traces of wood.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find(s) was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: Too light to measure.
TREATED WEIGHT: No obvious change.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: circa 20.20mm. W: circa 7.70mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No change.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The soil accretions were carefully removed using a v.s grade fibreglass brush under
X50 magnification using white light. This revealed that two finds were completely
covered with wood fibres and the other two half covered – due to splitting from
another nail. Both split finds do not match each other and because of this, it should
not be assumed they formed one piece (nail?).
The wood was consolidated using Paraloid B72 in solution with Acetone.
The metal surface only was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using
Ercaline to which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 556:8

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Square shaped head.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 8g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 7.20g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 36.12mm. W: 9.75mm X 11.90mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 35.55mm. W: 9.60mm X 11mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Because this nail began to break up during removal of accretions, no further clean
took place. Instead, the relevant metal remains were reaffixed using HMG – a nitrocellulose adhesive.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: Minimal cleaning took place.
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FIND#: 556:9
terminal

OBJECT: Unidentified find – possibly a horseshoe

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
The find was splayed flat at one end and tapered to a point at the other.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense gritty accretions and suffered with active ferric
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 31.30g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 12.53
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 60.50mm. W: 24.20mm. T: 14.50mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 53.60mm. W: 17.05mm. T: 6.60mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed firstly by scalpel then followed by chemical
reduction using Deoxidene – a phosphoric – based acid for 3 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 556:12
cover

OBJECT: Oval sheet – possibly a key-hole

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Some loss to structure due to corrosion.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 9.47g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 5.80g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 50.63mm. W: 18.47mm. T: 6mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 49.82mm. W: 15.55mm. T: 3.20mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel followed by chemical removal
using Deoxidene @ 15% in water for 2 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 556:13

OBJECT: Possible tool fragment

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
Square in section, wide at one end and tapering to a point at the other, the object
has two curves or bends.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 23g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 17.40g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 101.75mm - bent. W: 9.83mm X 6.40mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 100.74mm. W: 7.30mm X 5.15mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel followed by chemical removal
using Deoxidene @ 15% in water for 2 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 556:44

OBJECT: Curved pointed object

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Slightly twisted.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was/is in a stable condition and required removal of accretions to reveal the
true remaining surface detail.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and seal to retard decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 63.50g.
TREATED WEIGHT:
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 109.25mm. W: 30.50mm. T: 16.50mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 104.40mm. W: 26mm. Diam: 6.35mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were cleaned off the iron surface using a scalpel and pneumatic
vibro-tool followed by chemical reduction using Biox – a phosphoric based acid,
immersed for a period of 36 hours. This work revealed that the wider terminal was
bent over (and broken). The break was repaired using HMG – a nitro-cellulose
adhesive.
Any likely ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing
method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to
the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening for a number
of days before the surface was sealed.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 556:45

OBJECT: Horseshoe fragment

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: This shoe is incomplete and retains one nail.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 105.30g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 86.80g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 122.80mm. W: 28.50mm X 9.40mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 122.30mm. W: 26.52mm X 6.40mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed firstly by scalpel then followed by chemical
reduction using Deoxidene – a phosphoric – based acid for 3 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 556:46 & 47

OBJECT: Horseshoe (46) & pointed tool (47)

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The horseshoe is incomplete.
NATURE OF DECAY:
These finds were covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 46 = 226.90g. 47 = 8.95g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 46 = 180.30g. 47 = 6.23g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS:
46 = L: 136.80mm. W: 46.15mm. 47 = L: 50.22mm. W: 9.85mm X 8.40mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS:
46 = L: 135.30mm. W: 42.50mm. 47 = L: 48.90mm. W: 7.95mm X 6mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed firstly by scalpel then followed by chemical
reduction using Deoxidene – a phosphoric – based acid for 3 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening for a number of days
before the surface was sealed.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 556:48

OBJECT: “U” – shaped hook

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense crumbling accretions and suffered with active ferric
chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 78.80g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 61.72g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 82.10mm. W: 53.85mm. T: 13.50mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 80.30mm. W: 50.70mm. T: 10.88mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed firstly by scalpel then followed by chemical
reduction using Deoxidene – a phosphoric – based acid for 3 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening for a number of days
before applying a surface coating.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 578:1

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 23.60g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 22.70g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 67.10mm. W: 22.50mm X 18.15mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 66.85mm. W: 22.50mm X 17.90mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
As this nail is converted to an oxide state, minimal removal of accretions took place.
Minor surface cleaning took place using a scalpel.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 603:1

OBJECT: Sewing needle for possible leather working

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was/is in a stable condition and required removal of accretions to reveal the
true remaining surface detail.
AIM OF INTERVENTION: Clean to reveal surface detail and seal to retard decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 2.92g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.95g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 52.68mm. W: 8.82mm. Diam: 6.75mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 51.80mm. W: 7.28mm. Diam: 3.90mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The x-ray revealed a large incomplete sewing needle – possibly used for
leatherwork.
The accretions were removed using a scalpel. Not all accretions were removed due
to the fragile nature of the needle, particularly at the threading end due to a crack, as
indicated on the x-ray.
Any possible ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing
method followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to
the final wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 657:1

OBJECT: Rod

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 11.30g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 7.75g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 55.40mm. Diam: 9.45mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 52.80mm. Diam: 8.35mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were cleaned off the iron surface using a scalpel and pneumatic
vibro-tool followed by chemical reduction using Biox – a phosphoric based acid,
immersed for a period of 36 hours.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 695:1

OBJECT: Brad nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 3.22mm.
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.34g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 40.33mm. Diam: 7.40mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 38.10mm. Diam: 5.30mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were cleaned off the iron surface using a scalpel and pneumatic
vibro-tool followed by chemical reduction using Biox – a phosphoric based acid,
immersed for a period of 36 hours.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 768:1

OBJECT: Nail

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Bent.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 4.42g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 2.92g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 47.82mm - bent. W: 8.60mm X 5mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 43.65mm. W: 5.58mm X 4.11mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The accretions were cleaned off the iron surface (only where possible) using a
scalpel. Little of the accretions could be removed because most of the iron is
converted to an oxide state.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 768:6

OBJECT: a knife

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:
The find was received broken into 3 pieces and the find is curved.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail, repair and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 12.80g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 10.40g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 85.15mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 84.90mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
Fragile.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Prior to conservation work the three pieces were reassembled and stuck in place
using HMG nitro-cellulose adhesive.
Chlorides were removed using the intensive washing method followed by silver
nitrate tests until proved clear. The iron was converted to a stable Tannate by boiling
it in Tannic acid @ 15% solution in water. The Tannate was allowed ripen for a
number of days prior to sealing the surface.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 779:1

OBJECT: Fish hook

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Complete.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was/is in a stable condition and required removal of accretions to reveal the
true remaining surface detail.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and seal to retard decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 7.40g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 4.98g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 85.80mm. W: 10.60mm – line hole. Diam: 20.52mm –
hook.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 85mm. W: 8.95mm. Diam: 19.60mm – hook.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel followed with chemical reduction
using Biox – a phosphoric based acid over a period of 4 days. The hook broke and
was repaired using Milliput.
Any possible chlorides were removed using the intensive washing method followed
by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. The iron was converted to a stable Tannate
by boiling it in Tannic acid @ 15% solution in water. The Tannate was allowed ripen
for a number of days prior to sealing the surface.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 808:3

OBJECT: Iron implement

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 11.60g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 9.75g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 71.30mm. W: 9.35mm X 8.90mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 68.75mm. W: 8.25mm x 7.22mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
Only minor amounts of the accretions were removed using scalpel because most of
the find would disintegrate due to the effects of past corrosion.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed ripening.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 971:2

OBJECT: Knife

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Incomplete cutting edge and tang.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 12.62g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 8.10g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 96.55mm. W: 15.88mm. T: 7.90mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 94.68mm. W: 13.62mm. T: 4.28mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were carefully removed using a scalpel followed by chemical
reduction using Deoxidene @ 12% in solution with water over a period of 5 days.
Chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method of
boiling/cooling followed with silver nitrate tests until the results proved clear. The
iron surface was then converted to a stable Tannate by boiling the find in Tannic acid
@ 5% solution. The Tannate was allowed to ripen over a number of days prior to
sealing the surface.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1004:1

OBJECT: Staple-like find

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 20.58g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 5.40g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 66.60mm. T: 14.10mm. Diam: 29.60mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 58.10mm. T: 4.50mm. Diam: 20.62mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
Fragile.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel and pneumatic vibrotool followed
with chemical reduction using Biox – a phosphoric based acid, immersed for a period
of 36 hours, revealing some metal loss to a prong. This was restored using Milliput.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: Restored prong.
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FIND#: 1052:197 to 206

OBJECT: Bands with attached wood

COMPOSITION: Iron and wood.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: This find was received in 10 pieces.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
The wooden remains are dried out and impregnated with ferric oxides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve the iron and wooden remains to retard
further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT:
197 = 7.20g. 198 = 12g – 3 pieces. 199 = 1.90g. 200 = 2.72g – 3 fragments. 201 =
2g. 202 = 1.38g – 3 pieces. 203 = 1.10g. 204 = 5.20g – 2 pieces. 205 = 2.90g.
206 = 1.90g.
TREATED WEIGHT:
197 = 4.40g. 198 = 10g – 3 pieces. 199 = 1.86g. 200 = 2.65g – 3 fragments. 201 =
2g. 202 = 1.50g – 3 pieces. 203 = 1.20g. 204 = 3.40g – 2 pieces. 205 = 2.60g.
206 = 1.70g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS:
197 = 75.40mm X 18.90mm X 7.90mm.
198 = 96.60mm X 18.10mm X 6.60mm. 27mm X 18.30mm X 7.50mm.
15.80mm X 14.52mm X 3.30mm.
199 = 42.20mm X 15.40mm X 4.95mm.
200 = 25mm X 17.68mm X 5.40mm.17.80mm X 12.60mm X 3.80mm. .
201 = 25.40mm X 16.50mm X 6.30mm.
202 = 18.20mm X 13.10mm X 6mm. 15.80mm X 11.60mm X 4.05mm.
13.60mm X 3.80mm.
203 = 24.80mm X 21.80mm X 5.85mm.
204 = 57.20mm X 17.50mm X 6.90mm. 17.50mm X 15.20mm X 11.70mm.
205 = 45mm X 10.20mm X 7.15mm. 206 = 25mm X 18.60mm X 8.30mm.
L: mm. W: mm. Diam:
TREATED DIMENSIONS:
197 = 74.90mm X 15.09mm X 3.80mm.
198 = 96.50mm X 16.58mm X 5.47mm. 26.20mm X 15.59mm X 5.18mm.
15.75mm X 14.40mm X 2.83mm.
199 = 42.11mm X 12.67mm X 4.92mm.
200 = 24.92mm X 16.70mm X 5.13mm. 17.80mm X 12.60mm X 3.80mm. .
201 = 25.09mm X 14.92mm X 4mm.
202 = 18.20mm X 13.10mm X 6mm. 15.80mm X 11.46mm X 4mm.
13.60mm X 3.60mm.
203 = 24.50mm X 21.70mm X 5.33mm.
204 = 47.90mm X 15.65mm X 4.50mm. 13.25mm X 13.15mm X 3.11mm.
205 = 44.32mm X 9.62mm X 4.80mm. 206 = 19.90m X 17.60mm X 7.80mm.

OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.
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Samples of fragments prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
As can be seen from the x-rays, no solid metal remains, as all the metal is mainly
now an oxide. Because of this, very little physical and no chemical cleaning could
take place. The main purpose of this conservation intervention was to stabilise the
iron and attached wood in order to retard further decay and/or fragmentation.
Removal of the accretions from the iron was by means of scalpel. A rivet was
uncovered at one end of the longer length of find #198. Soil was removed from the
wood using various grades of brushes.
The wood was consolidated using Paraloid B72 in solution with Acetone. When the
wood was hardened, the iron was sealed using Ercaline to which 1-% Lampblack
was added as a matting agent.
COMMENTS:
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FIND#: 1131:4

OBJECT: Keyhole bush

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Incomplete – base missing.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 3.70g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 2g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 34.10mm. W: 8.80mm. Diam: 13.20mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 34.10mm. W: 7.90mm. Diam: 10.95mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
Fragile.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed using scalpel and pneumatic vibrotool followed
with chemical reduction using Biox – a phosphoric based acid over a period of 4
days.
Chlorides were removed using the intensive washing method followed by silver
nitrate tests until proved clear. The iron was converted to a stable Tannate by boiling
it in Tannic acid @ 15% solution in water. The Tannate was allowed ripen for a
number of days prior to sealing the surface.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: Fragile.
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FIND#: 1131:5

OBJECT: Horseshoe fragment

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Incomplete.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 186.20g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 114.20g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 132mm. W: 36.60mm. T: 33.60mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 124.40mm. W: 32.10mm. T: 33.60mm - nail
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were removed firstly by scalpel then followed by chemical
reduction using Deoxidene – a phosphoric – based acid for 3 days.
The ferric chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method
followed by silver nitrate tests until proved clear. Tannic acid was added to the final
wash water @ 12% w/v and a stable Tannate allowed to ripen over a number of days
prior to the application of surface seals.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: None.
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FIND#: 1154:1

OBJECT: Knife

COMPOSITION: Iron.
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Received for conservation with broken tang.
NATURE OF DECAY:
This find was covered with dense accretions and suffered with active ferric chlorides.
AIM OF INTERVENTION:
Clean to reveal surface detail and conserve to retard further decay.
PRIOR WEIGHT: 18.63g.
TREATED WEIGHT: 13.63g.
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 108.75mm. W: 16.62mm. T: 5.88mm.
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 106.68mm. W: 15.54mm. T: 4.67mm.
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph and x-radiograph.

Prior to conservation measures

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS:
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation. Avoid
extreme fluctuations of humidity. Always wear inspection gloves when handling.
Fragile at tang.
TREATMENT PROCESS:
The dense accretions were carefully removed using a scalpel followed by chemical
reduction using Deoxidene @ 12% in solution with water over a period of 5 days.
Chlorides were washed out of the iron using the intensive washing method of
boiling/cooling followed with silver nitrate tests until the results proved clear. The
iron surface was then converted to a stable Tannate by boiling the find in Tannic acid
@ 5% solution. The Tannate was allowed to ripen over a number of days prior to
sealing the surface.
The surface was sealed to protect against moisture and pollutants using Ercaline to
which 1-% carbon was added.
COMMENTS: Fragile.
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FIND#: 404:2

OBJECT: Was not received for conservation

GENERAL COMMENTS
The majority of iron finds presented for conservation treatments exhibited unusually
high quantities of active chlorides. These chlorides presented themselves as
weeping rust and were found on most areas of most of the finds. The amount of
active chlorides caused a serious threat to the metallic structure and indeed, caused
loss of metal to the true surface. Quite an amount of intensive washing had to be
carried out to remove the chlorides and although testing with silver nitrate proved
clear with the final wash, no guarantee can be given that all chlorides are removed.
Because of this it is advised that the iron finds be inspected at the end of the current
year for any signs of activity. Conservation measures can only slow decay – not stop
it. Because all the iron was converted to a stable Tannate, it is most unlikely that any
remaining chlorides (if any) will be able to damage the iron. It is strongly
recommended that these boxed finds be placed (together with their boxes) into a
plastic box fitted with a tight fitting lid. The purpose of this measure is so that the
environment can be kept stable within the plastic box until the finds are finally
deposited in a climatically controlled archaeological store.
A minority of the iron finds presented Magnetite under the clay accretions. Very few
of the iron finds were fully converted to an oxide state.
All finds were given an application of microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, upon
completion of conservation and cleaning work.

These archaeological objects were conserved by Adrian Kennedy, Heritage Care from May to August 2003.
They were conserved under licence issued through the National Museum of Ireland in accordance with the
National Monuments Acts.
All objects listed in this report have been treated to a standard approved for the storage conditions within the
National Museum archaeological storage facility.
Heritage Care Business Reg. No. 168214
VAT Reg. No.1498214 K
Registered address 1 Sycamore Close, Dublin 24
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APPENDIX 6
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1.0

Introduction: setting the scene

Johnstown I (JTI) metallurgical waste (MW) and indeed the rest of the KEK-M4
motorway scheme sites excavated by ACS Ltd offer a unique opportunity to examine
early and later bloomery iron making in Ireland (Clarke 2003; compilation of MW
analyses from other sites in Photos-Jones 2003). Although there is an abundance of
such sites dating from the Early Christian period onwards, there is very little
information regarding the period preceding 500 AD. The published archaeological
record suggests that for the latter period there existed major iron-working centres like
Ballyvourney (O’Kelly 1952), Clogher (Scott 1983), or the ecclesiastical centre on
Church Island, Co Kerry (O’Kelly 1958), with evidence for both smelting and
smithing activities. Of the above sites, Ballyvourney (BL) (O’ Kelly 1952) is perhaps
the more comparable to JTI in the amount of MW produced. However JTI lacks the
clarity of the building remains so evident in BL despite the fact that the two sites are
contemporary (BL dates to the 6th-13th centuries AD).
While direct comparisons with published excavated material are necessary, they are
possible up to a certain extent since information now deemed important, such as
analytical data, were not included in these early reports. Broadly speaking and in
terms of the dual nature of the site (burial site vs. industrial site) the following phases
can be discerned (L Clarke, pers. comm.)
I)

Early Burials- Transitional/Early Christian Period (AD 370-640),

II)

Early Industrial (AD 670-950)

III)

Late Industrial, Settlement and (some) Burials (AD 1030-1280)

IV)

Late Burials (AD 1500-1665)

It is possible that Early and Later phases of industrial activity merge into one long
period of on-off activity but for the purposes of the present discussion we will
consider them as such. Ultimately it would be advantageous to establish which MWrich contexts belong to the early industrial activities and which to the later, in order to
ascertain which of the two is the more prominent in terms of output. However, that
would necessitate a considerable number of C-14 dates, presently unavailable.
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We can only speculate as to why the site appears to have alternated between being a
burial ground and an industrial ground, although in Phase III, the medieval period, it
might have served as a bit of both. Originally, the transition from being a burial
ground to an industrial ground might have been due to either the ground being
considered pagan and/or “forgotten” as such by the Christian workers of Phase II or
simply that natural resources ore/fuel/good drainage etc were simply better at JTI,
necessitating the choice of this site above any neighbouring ones. Until the burials and
all artefactual evidence within are examined in detail, no clear suggestions can be
made. That the site might be considered a “cult or healing centre” –in the Scottish
Highlands blacksmiths often “doubled” as “medical” men- should be left to students
of Pagan or Early Christian Ireland to assess.
At JTI a number of features have been identified as pits and others as smelting
furnaces, others as hearths and refuse pits and yet more as spreads. What
similarities/differences exist between these groups? Different authors’ nomenclature
tends to confuse the picture and therefore it is advised first that a typology of features
be established, for bowl furnaces, bloom working hearths, refuse pits or others based
on dimensions, shapes and content description. One such Table is compiled here
(from Clarke 2003) and a similar one is given for the rest of the sites along the KEKM4 Motorway (see Photos-Jones 2003). Secondly, and in order to confirm the exact
nature of some features, it is suggested that scientific analyses and/or testing of their
soil contents be carried out (see section 5).
At JTI the amount of metallurgical waste is unprecedented for a “primitive” bloomery
site. While most bloomery sites produce anything between a few grams of slag to c.
200kg (for a “large scale ” industrial activity) JTI far exceeds this amount nearing for
the contexts presented here to over 600kg, and for the total collection as weighted by
staff at ACS (Ltd) to over two tons (see Appendix A).

Given that there is no

identifiable settlement, ecclesiastical or other to relate all this industrial activity to,
JTI remains a bit of a mystery until additional similar type of sites are revealed

Documentary evidence, the Irish Tract laws, and in particular the C8th tract associated
with iron working (Blai ord indeoin), portrays an image of smithing in the close
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proximity to a settlement (Scott 1983). Although the tract deals primarily with legal
aspects (ie compensations) of Health and Safety while at work, how close can
documentary and archaeological evidence be drawn in the case of Johnstown I?
The purpose of this report is to shed light into the nature and extent of metalworking
activities on the basis of chemistry, mineralogy, magnetic susceptibility testing
between the various excavated features (pits, hearths, smelting pits, grave cuts). The
report is divided in eight sections. Section one sets the scene for the site and provides
a summary of relevant C-14 dates. Section two provides the methodological
statement for examining both the artefacts and the features from which they derive.
Section three gives the background for ore and fuel availability and typology.
Section four examines the published archaeological evidence for the Irish bloomery
and outlines the principles of bloomery iron making in general. Section five examines
the features typology both on the basis of the Data Structures Report (Clarke 2003) as
well as on the basis of ICP-OES (Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission
Spectroscopy) soil analyses followed by a statistical treatment of the data. The aim is
to attempt to highlight existing differences between pits which are truly metallurgical,
ie bowl furnaces, from those which have no metallurgical function at all. A number
of statistical methods are tested and presented here but the one which provided a
clearer picture and which has been used for the treatment of the data from the other
KEK-M4 sites is Discriminant Analysis (DA). Magnetic susceptibility testing has also
been undertaken. Section six presents the MW typology/macro morphology. This
examination is undertaken in two steps: a) the examination of a large number of
contexts to provide the relative amounts and coarse typology of the fragments
recovered (smithing hearth bottoms, metallurgical ceramics etc. and b) the detailed
examination of two contexts (F768) and (F779) for a more refined definition of
typology. The pro-forma sheet used

is included in Appendix B. Section seven

examines the SEM-EDAX (scanning electron microscope with energy dispersive
analyser) of the MW.

Finally Section eight provides statements re the site.

References, Tables and Figures follow.
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1.1

The site

The site, Johnstown I, was identified during the evaluation of the proposed route of
the M74 Kinnegad-Enfield-Kilcock motorway. It lies in the townland of Johnstown,
southwest of the town of Enfield. In the post-excavation aerial photograph of the site
seen in Figure 1a, three separate phases have been identified, defined by three
separate enclosures. Phase 1 had an enclosure, which was approximately 60m in
diameter consisting of a U-shaped ditch and with a small entrance to the north. Phase
2 was represented by an enclosure, which was sub-oval and had a maximum diameter
of 57m. It had two entrances. One was located to the north and was about 1.5m wide
and another to the south-east and had a maximum width of 3.4m. Phase 3 was
characterised by an enclosure which was D shaped and had a max diameter of 60 m.
This feature was U-shaped in profile with a maximum depth of 1.8m and a width of
5.3m. It cut the enclosure ditches of both Phases 1 and 2. There was no evidence for
an entrance.
Johnstown I is an unusual site in that it is characterised by a BOTH a large number of
burials AND a considerable –by bloomery standards -amount of iron metallurgical
waste. In reference to the former, the site “was known locally as a cillin burial
ground.....normally used for unbaptised children”. Two separate burial grounds were
identified, one within the Phase 3 enclosure consisting of a total of 424 burials dating
most likely to the early medieval period. The other was located within the area which
was identified as the cillin burial ground and was noted by the presence of sixty one
baby burials dating to only about 100-200 years ago. No associated finds were found
in the case of the 424 burials but shroud pins were found in association with the baby
burials.
It is the sheer quantity of the metallurgical waste which makes Johnstown I an
important metals producing site, with particular reference to bloomery iron working.
“Approximately 2 tonne of waste slag” was recovered “from the ditch fill and from a
working surface which sealed the ditch which presented Phase 3”. C-14 dating of
samples taken from slag-rich contexts suggests that iron making activities were
undertaken on/near the site throughout the early medieval period and later.
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Table 1: List of soil and MW samples removed for analysis; and a description of their
contexts.
Feature ICP No
No
(ACS No)

SEMMaterial
EDAX
sample No
Soil
Soil
soil
soil

Description of Context

Topsoil
Phase 1 ditch; Grids A-D
Phase 2 ditch; Grids A-D

F1
F3
F4
F36

JT06
J26
J09
J25

F38
F39

J16 (#14)
J14 (#9)
J23
JT14 (#8)

soil
soil

F124

J03
JONS5
JT05 (# 116)
JT09

Soil and
slag

F155
F194

J18
J08

soil
soil

F297
F316

J05
JT08 (#154)
JT03 (#154)
J01

soil
Soil
Soil

Pit; Grid A ( no sample)

F550
F553

JT04
J28
JT17

soil
soil

F554

J12

soil

Working surface; it is the same as F17; Grid C
Large circular pit in Grid B. Three fills, the primary
fill was a very dark charcoal rich layer with
infrequent inclusions and moderate flecks of
oxidised red clay. The secondary fill consisted of
ashy fine sandy clay which was grey brown in colour
and contained infrequent small angular stone
inclusions and charcoal flecks. The uppermost fill
consisted of grey/brown clay of silty texture and
contained small grit inclusions and was infrequently
flecked with charcoal. Fragments of slag found
within fill.
The spread F554 was sealed enclosure ditch F4.
The spread was aligned northwest-southeast; Grid B.
The fill of this feature consisted of a black charcoal
layer which contained frequent inclusions of red

F333

Large pit in Grids A and B
Smelting pit ; Grid A
Smelting Pit in Grid A. Oval pit. The fill consisted
of a mottled dark, reddish brown/orange and black
coarse sandy silt which contained moderate to
frequent fine charcoal and ash inclusions and
frequent tiny iron slag inclusions. The base of the
feature was oxidised which would suggest in situ
burning
Enclosure Ditch – Phase 3. This enclosure ditch was
‘D’ shaped and visible in all four grids of the site
(Grid A-D) Three fills were identified in all four
grids of the Ditch F124. The primary fill was a
moderately compacted mid orange/grey coloured
silty clay. The secondary fill was a moderately
compacted mid grey/yellow coloured coarse sandy
clay containing stones. The uppermost fill was a
compact light yellow/grey coloured coarse silty clay
with small pebble inclusions. A re-cut of the ditch is
evident in Grid A.
Grave cut in Grid C
Irregular shaped pit. The fill of this feature
consisted of a dark black/brown coloured fine sandy
silt which contained occasional angular pebble sized
stones and occasional flecks of charcoal. Grid A
Linear feature in Grid B
Pit in Grid B.
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F557

J27

soil

F558

J17 (#333)
J29 (#231)
J30 (#331)
J32 (#324)
J37 (#330)
J38 (#329)
J41 (#332)
JT11 (#228)
JT15 (#326)
JT16 (#327)

soil

F559

J11 (#263)

soil

F560

J22
JT12 (#257)

soil

F586
F684
F686
F695
F765
F768

JT07 (#314)
J10
J04
J24 (#235)
JT10
J07 (#367)
J13 (#367)
J15 (#364)
J20 (#361)
J21 (#366)
J31 (#365)
J33 (#368)
J34 (#363)
J36 (#362)
J39 (#372)
JT13 (#370)
J19

soil
soil
soil
soil
Soil
soil

F779

JONS11
JONS12
JONS16
JONS17
JONS18
JONS19

JONS1
JONS2
JONS3
JONS4
JONS6
JONS7
JONS8
JONS9
JONS10
JONS14
JONS15
JONS19

Soil and
slag

oxidised clay and infrequent inclusions of angular
stones and sub rounded pebbles. Iron artefact and
slag was found in this feature.
A ditch cut into the re-deposited natural boulder/clay
gravel mix F237, it also cuts the enclosure ditch
F124. The primary fill consisted of a yellow sandy
clay with occasional small stones. The secondary
fill is a grey coloured sandy silt containing medium
sized angular stones. The uppermost fill is a dark
brown silty clay with occasional small stones. Slag
was obtained from the ditch. Grid B
Smelting pit in Grid B. Circular pit containing three
fills. The primary fill is a black sandy silty clay
containing very occasional angular and sub angular
small stone inclusions and infrequent inclusions of
oxidised clay. The secondary fill is an oxidised clay
layer which contained infrequent charcoal staining
and very occasional angular gravel inclusions. The
uppermost layer was a dense silty charcoal layer
containing infrequent inclusions of oxidised clay and
small pebbles. A large quantity of slag was obtained
from the fills of this feature.
Smelting pit in Grid B. Oval pit. Two fills, the
secondary fill consisted of a black silty charcoal
filled layer with infrequent flecking of oxidised clay.
This fill had fragments of slag.
Smelting pit in Grid B. Oval pit with a fill which
consists of chunks of charcoal, very occasional
gravel inclusions and infrequent inclusions of
oxidised clay. This fill has a silty texture. Slag
found in fill.
Grave cut for burial 245; Grid D
Smelting area in Grid F
Cultivation furrow; Grid F.
Hearth in uppermost fill of F124; Grid D.
Pit (possibly smelting?); Grid E.
The spread F768 sealed the internal ditch F4 and was
partially sealed by the cobbled surface F779. This
feature also partially overlay the redeposit natural
boulder clay/gravel mix F237 and covered an area
which measured 11.4 x 4.4m and had a maximum
thickness of 0.25m. This feature consisted of a loose
dark brown/black coloured charcoal rich coloured
clay. A huge quantity of slag was recovered form
this area. A total of eleven burials were cut into this
spread. Grid D
The cobbled surface (Grid D) located above
enclosure ditch F4 and partially above spread F768
in Grid D. The feature covered an area 11.70m long
and varied in width (0.4m-1.8m) and was
approximately 0.14m thick. This cobbled surface
consisted of small - medium pebble sized angular
stones, rounded stones and occasionally large
angular stones. The exact function of this feature is
unclear but it followed the line of the inner enclosure
ditch F4.
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JONS20
F971
F1040
F1070
F1131

JT02
J06
JT01 (#429)
J35 (#480)
J40 (#481)
J44

soil
soil
soil
soil

Smelting pit in Grid B
Smelting pit in Grid F
Smelting pit in Grid F
Enclosure; Grid G.

Table 2: Carbon14 dates of samples from contexts with associated MW. (After R
Sloane, ACS Ltd)
Feature
No
F553

ACS Sample No

Material
Dated
Charcoal

02E462F553S227
from smelting pitGrid B
02E462F554S535 Charcoal
F554
spread –sealed
ditch F4-Grid B
Spread working
F17*
surface-Grid C
Spread sealed
Charcoal
F768*
ditch F4-Grid D
Smelting pit
F912*
Hearth
F1149*
* Additional dates provided by (ACS Ltd).

Dates
Cal 1030 to 1280 AD (Cal BP 920 to
670)
Cal 670 to 960 AD (Cal BP 1280 to
990)
Cal 1310-1365AD and 1380-1490 AD
Cal 650-890 AD
Cal 410-650 AD
Cal 400-480 AD

Figure 1a:
Aerial photograph of Johnstown I.
Post excavation (ACS Ltd).
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2.0

Methodology

The methodology for the examination and characterisation of the metallurgically
related features at JTI is outlined as follows:
•

Classification of the information given in the Data Structures Report

•

Sampling for soil samples derived from a number of contexts (as per Table 1)

•

Analysis of the soil samples by ICP–OES for the purpose of establishing
groups of samples which can be clearly described as derived from furnaces
/working hearths versus those that derived from ordinary pits which are either
non-metallurgical in function or have been used simply as refuse pits.

Geochemical analysis of soils offers potentially an alternative tool methodology for
the characterisation of metallurgically-related features. By metallurgical features we
mean features, which in their fills/contents show evidence for slag, charcoal, and/or
metal residues. Analyses of soils with ICP-OES, a technique which provides the
chemical composition of thirty elements, and the subsequent statistical treatment of
the chemical data by discriminant analysis (DA), is offered as the best tool for an
independent assessment of the features. Principal component analysis is also
presented but the results are not as clear cut as for DA. There is, of course, plenty of
scope for refinement of the technique and the excavators’ cooperation and assistance
in scrutinising the data to that end is paramount.

The methodology used for the examination of the metallurgical waste (to include
slag, ores, residues and metallurgical ceramics) is outlined as follows:
•

Typological/morphological characterisation of the IW

•

SEM-EDAX analysis of the MW

•

Magnetic susceptibility testing

•

Ore provenance (when applicable)

•

Artefact analysis (when applicable)
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3.0

The natural resources
3.1

The ores

Bog iron ores are elusive in the archaeological record because of their
regenerative nature and the fact that they 'blend' well with the spongy slags and
the weathered blooms. Nevertheless they are traceable on account of their
manganese content.
Scott (1978) gives a map of the different types of deposits of iron ores across the
country (Figure 2), to include laterites, hematites, pyrites and also bog ores. We
suspect that the last of these is more widespread than is currently assumed. Iron ores
were worked in Ireland from the C16th until the early C20th when furnaces closed
because timber fuel was exhausted (see bloomery iron review in reports). Hematite
veins and cherts of various ages were worked and also Carboniferous clay ironstone
concretions and bands, particularly in coalfields in Leinster and Connacht, and also
around the Shannon estuary. Laterites in County Antrim were last exploited in 193945 (Sevastopulo 1981, 288).
In general, we can assume that bog iron ores occur around the margins of bogs and
wetlands where the environment is wet, and iron can be leached out of the underlying
rock. Bogs started to grow with climate change about 4500BP. This is a clue that the
development of bogs may have gone in parallel with the development of bog iron ores
during the last 4000 years or so.
Bog iron ores are seepages leached out of the underlying iron-rich rock.
Mineralogically they are non-crystalline iron oxyhydroxides of an average iron
content of c. 30-40%. As such they are rich sources of iron ore. Bog iron ores are
only likely to be rich in silica if contaminated by quartz sand - windblown sand or
sandstone debris. They can occur in association with manganese oxide nodules (Hall
and Photos-Jones 1998; Photos-Jones et al 1998). The presence of high levels of
manganese in all the KEK-M4 sites’ slags examined certainly points the finger to
such a source, but in the absence of direct evidence other ores cannot be excluded. In
any case most KEK-M4 sites occur in the vicinity of historically documented or still
extant bogs.
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3.2.1 Fuel Analysis from Metalworking Slag from Johnstown I.
By Jennifer Miller and Susan Ramsay
Charcoal derived from oak and hazel must have been used in the smelting of the
bog ore at JTI, the former for smelting proper and smithing, the latter for
preheating/ drying of the furnace

Method
The examination of a single fragment of slag deriving from context F912 and
containing charcoal fragments was undertaken using low power microscopy at
variable magnifications of between X4 and X45. Following this, the morphological
characteristics of charcoal were observed at X200 using the reflected light of a Zenith
metallurgical microscope. Charcoal was identified using the text and photographs in
Schweingruber (1990). Vascular plant nomenclature follows Stace (1997)

Results
Taxon

Common name

Corylus

Hazel

Quercus

Oak

Bark

Johnstown 1

Newcastle

Rossan V

F912

F3 #2 ‘New 6’

F016

-

5 (0.2g)

-

10 (0.56g)

-

1 (2.1g)

1 (0.2g)

-

-

The charcoal type identified was oak (Quercus). Oak reacts well to coppicing, thereby
producing a large number of quality rods for many purposes. Although hazel has not
always had

a great association with smelting in the past, oak has always been

especially favoured for smelting (Tylecote 1962). Oak was also the charcoal identified
at Rossan V. It is possible that the hazel charcoal recovered from the Newcastle site
was originally from the wood kindling, as hazel is not one of the best charcoal types
for smelting, but has been favoured as a kindling fuel for many purposes in the past,
including bakery ovens (Edlin 1973, p158). Alternatively, it may also reflect the
casual use of whatever timber was locally available for smelting. Since hazel has a
long association with construction in Ireland, and was managed extensively to provide
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rods for many wattle purposes throughout Irish history, it appears likely that this
resource would have been available in abundance.

Figure 2: Distribution of the main iron ore sources in Ireland (Scott 1978)
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4.0
4.1

The Bloomery
Bloomery Iron making in Ireland: a brief review

The official date for the beginning of the Iron Age in Ireland is 500 BC; however as
Waddell (1998) states the period from the first millennium BC to the first few
centuries AD is at best unclear. The decline in the use of bronze as the primary metal
and the emergence of iron is evident during this period, primarily in artefacts rather
than in metal working sites. In short, there exists little evidence for iron-making and
working activities in the period from 500 BC to the first few centuries AD. However,
from the sixth century AD onwards, there is a dramatic increase in the use of iron, as
can be manifested both by the wide range of artefacts found on Early Christian sites as
well as the archaeological record of iron working sites
The primary supply of iron during this period is most likely to be bog ore, obtained
during the cutting of peat for domestic fuel. Ore may have also been mined, as was
the case at the Garryduff I ring fort where surface outcrops of Yellow Sandstone or
Lower Limestone Shale were available (O’Kelly 1962, 103). In any case such
localities could not have been as widespread as those associated with bog iron ores.
Scott produced a distribution of iron ore deposits in Ireland (Scott 1978, Fig 7)
reproduced here (See Figure 2) . Analyses of slag taken from the ring-fort at Cush in
Co Limerick (O’Riordain 1940) and the rath at Mullaghbane, Co Tyrone (Harper
1972) and actual finds of ore at the settlement of Reask (Fanning 1981) support bog
ore as the main source of iron in Ireland at that period (Mytum 1992, 229).
Bog iron ores are non-crystalline iron oxy-hydroxides. They are regenerative sources
of iron ore, since they can reform at a considerable thickness over of a period of c. 30
years. They are characterised by the presence of manganese and phosphorus and low
potassium and calcium contents (Hall and Photos-Jones 1998). Their wide
availability, the fact that they can reform after a cycle of a few decades at the same
spot, their high iron content together with the high manganese content which acts as a
flux, lowering the melting point of the slag, the small amounts of phosphorus which
can be absorbed in the metal, make them particularly useful for early bloomery
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technology and certainly the most favourite of all iron sources among farmers-smiths
(Photos-Jones et al 1998).
Bloomery and early blast furnaces depended on large amounts of charcoal as fuel. At
St Gobnet’s round house at Ballyvourney, Co Cork, charcoal was found to be derived
from, probably the coppicing of hazel, willow and poplar (O’Kelly 1952). On Church
Island, near Valencia, Co. Kerry where no local raw materials were actually available
but had to be supplied from the mainland, about 250kg of charcoal were found in a
round timber hut along with charcoal and slag within the bottom of a bowl furnace
(Tylecote 1986, 187).
Smelting of iron ore was undertaken in a simple bowl furnace; although these
furnaces were often not well preserved, it has been suggested that they could have
been low shaft furnaces (Tylecote 1986). The furnaces were small pits, such as those
found at the ring-fort Garryduff I, lined with clay into which the charcoal and iron ore
would be placed (O’Kelly 1962). The slag was not tapped but formed in the bottom of
the furnace, explaining why it is referred to as furnace-bottom slag, along with the
charcoal while the metallic iron was left to form a bloom. At Ballyvourney in Co.
Cork, a major iron production site from the 6th to 13th century AD, not only was this
heavy furnace bottom slag found but also glassy slag produced by slag tapped out of
the pits and not solidifying at the bottom of the furnace ((O’Kelly 1952). Also at
Ballyvourney a fragment of a tuyere was discovered.
Evidence of smelting slag was evident at various sites during the Early Medieval
period. These included ring forts like Ballycatten (slag was found in a black deposit
dated to around 600AD), or Garranes, Co. Cork (O’Riordain and Hartnett 1943) but
also monastic centres such as Laithmore, Tipperary dating to the 7th century
(Tylecote 1986, 188). Later sites include Lagore Crannog, which appears to have
made a move from decorative bronze working in the 7th century AD to more war-like
iron products after the Norse invasion (Tylecote 1986, 188).

Evidence of iron

smelting in the form of a bowl furnace, bottom slag and glassy slag as well as possible
indication of smithing activities (described below) are all dated to two phases of
occupation from the 8th – 11th century AD (Hencken 1950).
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Although primary (smelting) activities are quite readily identifiable, smithing
activities are more difficult to differentiate.

Edwards (1996) notes that in past

excavations the slag was often not recorded systematically or rarely analysed to
provide additional information about the activity that produced it.
Nevertheless, at Lagore crannog there does appear to be evidence for an iron working
floor. All hearth contents were examined and several hearths located together at the
site revealed a sufficient amount of particles of free magnetic iron and iron oxide to
suggest iron working (Hencken 1950,233).

Although iron production in the period (post-500 AD) was becoming a more every
day affair and the technology was readily available to everyone, this does not mean
that there was no longer specialisation of the craft. Documentary evidence suggests
that the blacksmith was held in high esteem and that the forge was a central part of the
community (Edwards 1996, 86). Major iron-working centres are evident in the
archaeological record, for example Ballyvourney (O’Kelly 1952), Clogher (Scott
1983), where the forge is located in one of the fort ditches, or the ecclesiastical centre
on Church Island, Co Kerry (O’Kelly 1958), where smelting and smithing activities
are evident despite the lack of an iron ore supply on the island. Mytum (1992)
suggests that many people were using basic iron technology to make and repair simple
artefacts but that complex iron artefacts were still being produced by specialised
smiths.

The use of the bloomery process continues throughout the medieval period into the
post medieval period. The same evidence for smelting and smithing is evident in
various medieval sites both rural and urban.

At Ballyman, a 14th century iron-

working area with associated living area near the church of Glen Murieri, Co. Dublin,
the bottom of a bowl furnace was found along with furnace bottom, glassy slag and
charcoal (Young et al 1986). A possible anvil stone covered in charcoal and slag dust
supports smithing activities on site also. In the country the settlement at Coney
Island, Lough Neagh similar finds were made to suggest that the community had
established its own iron industry (Addyman 1965).
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The introduction of the charcoal operated blast furnace to Ireland in the 17th century,
appears to be contemporary with that in Scotland. The presence of English
ironmasters and/or settlers interested in industrialising the local iron industry and
exploiting the country’s natural resources is again evident as in Scotland. Ironworks
were established on Sir Walter Raleigh’s estates in County Waterford earlier than the
1600s but were overrun by the Irish in 1598 and the town burnt to the ground
(Schubert 1957,189). Similar type of enmities were also recorded in Scotland and it
appears that the imposition “from above” of foreign practices on a population well
versed in its own way of making iron could only be to the detriment of foreign
enterprises. In the early 1600s ironworks many ironworks were established, one of the
most profitable partnerships was Richard Boyle and Charles Coot who controlled the
largest number of works, for example the furnaces at Cappoquin on the river Blackwater built in 1625 (Schubert 1957,190). Industrial development in Ireland however
was seriously hindered by the 1641 rebellion when the Irish destroyed all the
ironworks and although the iron industry emerged again after this period it never
regained the momentum and prosperity of the first few decades of the 17th century.
Throughout this period it would appear that the native Irish were still employing the
bloomery process rather than the more advanced technology of the blast furnace.

4.2

About bloomery iron making in general

In the bloomery, metallic iron is reduced from its ore while in the solid state, i.e. the
iron was never intentionally molten. The technology for melting iron did not develop
in Western Europe until the beginning of the second millennium AD. The numerous
slag impurities trapped within the bloom had therefore to be hammered out resulting
in a billet that was subsequently shaped or forged into the desired artefact. It is these
slag inclusions detected within the metal artefact that a) bear testimony to the
bloomery process and b) provenance the source of the raw material (i.e. the type of
ore). It is the aim to carry out, at a later phase, slag inclusion analysis on metal
artefact from JTI for the purpose of matching slag and artefact. There is little
doubt that whatever artefacts were found on site, they were most likely locally
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made, hence the need to have technical analysis for the type of metal used (low
carbon /high carbon or phosphoric)
Bloomery slags have been traditionally classified as “tapped” and “non-tapped” on the
basis of the method of their removal in the course of the smelting operation. When
tapped they acquire the characteristic drop-like surface texture. When non-tapped
they tend to accumulate around the bloom and/or drip from it, ending up as
small/large lumps at the furnace floor or when the smelt has been largely
unsuccessful, as furnace bottoms. The space allocated for the bloom to form is of
course a function of the distance of the tuyere from the furnace floor. Full tuyeres
are very rare, but one such item was recovered from Balleycasey More (R
Sloane) which should be considered more like a blow hole rather than a tuyere
proper. Fragments of blow holes were also seen included in the JTI collection of
metallurgical waste.
Smelting and smithing slags have been traditionally differentiated on the basis of their
morphology, primarily the presence or absence of smithing hearth bottoms, but this is
at best a first level classification. Chemically slags of the smelting or smithing type
are iron-rich (with up to 60-70% iron oxide), crystalline, spongy, dense and brownblack in colour. Such high percentages of iron in the waste product, testify to the
inherent inefficiency of the bloomery and the urgency that must have been felt by the
iron masters of the 13th/14th AD century to convert first to water powered bloomeries
and second to the blast furnace. Mineralogically, smelting and smithing slags tend to
be similar, but it is on the basis of characteristic fingerprinting elements that a
distinction between the two processes, primary and secondary can be achieved.
However, in the absence of fingerprinting elements there is little chance for a
conclusive statement to be made unless there is associated evidence like metallurgical
ceramics such as fragments of tuyeres, furnace wall or lining, hearth walls and similar
ancillary evidence. For most primitive bloomeries it is assumed that smelting and
smithing would be happening side by side, and this is certainly the case at JTI.
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5.0

Archaeological Features

This section examines the metallurgical related features in JTI as per Data Structures
Report (Clarke 2003) and attempts to classify them according to size, shape and
contents. Secondly their soil contents are analysed on the basis of ICP-OES in an
attempt to identify pits which are truly metallurgical i.e. bowl furnaces or not.
Magnetic susceptibility testing has also been undertaken.

5.1

The features typology (Table 3)

Table 3 presents most relevant features for the purpose of evaluating similarities and
differences between them. At JTI, the bowl furnace appears to be roughly oval in
shape ranging between 40-60cm along individual axes and up to c. 30cm in
depth. There does not seem to be a preference between steep and gently sloping sides
but when the slopes are indeed steep, at least one side may be gently sloping. This
may have been the side along which the tuyere/bellows was positioned. Although no
tuyeres proper were found, there was plenty of evidence for fragments of blow
holes (see relevant photographs in Figure 6) ie openings through a roughly made
low “clay wall” which must have stood above the rim of the bowl furnace. The
diameter of these blow holes does not exceed 5cm and they would have offered
protection to the bellows. The base appears to be either flat or concave, again with no
particular preference for either.
The larger size pits ranging between 1.2-2.5m cannot be bowl furnaces or
smelting pits for that matter but must have served as bloom smithing hearths. As
will be shown below the inefficiency of the bowl furnace based bloomery necessitates
the use of hearths for the reheating of the “bloom” and the removal of excess slag.
Some of the larger pits, particularly those with a considerable quantity of timber in it
may have been charcoaling platforms. At least eleven smelting pits have been
identified (see Table 3 below) and no less that five bloom smithing hearths. This is a
relatively small number of features generating so much MW; therefore it is likely that
they were used repeatedly, but without relining which would have vitrified. In general
the relative absence of metallurgical ceramic fragments showing advanced
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vitrification suggests that conditions within the bowl furnaces were not only relatively
oxidising but also of relatively low temperature as well. The reddening of the clay
in the furnace wall surfaces, although indicative of the metallurgical pit, also
points to “wrong” conditions within the furnace, ie not sufficiently reducing for
an effective smelt, ie richly iron producing smelt.
Bowl furnaces as well as the hearths contain apart from charcoal and slag, animal
bone and metallic artefacts like iron rods, knives etc. Fragments of small objects have
been found in pits/bowl furnaces elsewhere like at Boho, Co Fermanagh (Schubert
1957,74). The bone fragments usually appear in secondary fills and as such they
could be considered waste dumped after the process. Otherwise there is little use
for them in the smelting proper. Nevertheless it should be mentioned that micro
apatite phases have been found within the glass phase of some of the slags (see Table
8 of analyses). Metallographic investigation of the iron artefacts expected to be
carried out at a later stage will show whether bone was thought to be a source of
phosphorus for the metal. Irish bloomery slags are low in phosphorus which
suggests relative absence of this element from the bog ore. Yet phosphoric iron as
opposed to carbon rich iron is the main type of metal throughout the British Iron Age
and later.

5.2

The soils
5.2.1 ICP-AES analyses of soil (Tables 4a and 4b)

Soil samples were obtained from thirty different contexts (see Table 1) and analysed
for thirty elements by ICP-OES.

The results of the analyses are shown in Tables 4a

and 4b, and the features from which they derive are grouped according to pits (nonmetallurgical), smelting pits, hearths and spreads and other. The concentrations of the
major elements are expressed as per cent element oxides, while those of the remaining
elements are in parts per million of element. The data set was subsequently treated
statistically.
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5.2.2 Statistical Treatment of the data for soils from Johnstown I
With multi-element data a step-wise method of classifying the data is used. Our goal
is to look for structure in the data: what groupings are there? What odd samples or
outliers are there? We start with single element distributions (or histograms), then
move on to bi-variate plots.

These are useful but eventually we need to look at all

thirty elements simultaneously, hence we use techniques of multivariate statistics,
starting usually with principal components analysis (PCA) which, by plotting scores
of the first two principal components (PC1 and PC2), can give us a visual picture of
how the individual samples group together. The final technique is discriminant
analysis (DA) which works not on individual samples but on pre-arranged groups of
samples. DA maximises the differences in composition between the groups; the
result for each sample is expressed as one (or more) discriminant function scores.
Conveniently it can take a priori ungrouped samples and can assign these individual
samples to one or other of the pre-arranged groups. It is a powerful technique, but it
tends to give a rather optimistic picture.

5.2.2a

The first step in processing the data is to look at individual element

distributions for all 57 samples, irrespective of feature identification.
The silica distribution is quite complex, there being at least two groupings: the main
ones are centered at 50% and another at 70%. The range of silica contents is wide;
samples with >65% are not typical soils, and can only be characterised as
increasingly sandy materials, reflecting the silty and sandy soil that makes up most of
the secondary fills.
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Figure 3a:
Post
excavation
photograph of pit F39
(ACS Ltd).

Figure 3b:
Johnstown I, F368, pit,
post-excavation
photograph (ACS Ltd)

Figure
3c:
Postexcavation photograph of
F553 large pit. (ACS Ltd).
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Figure 3d:
Johnstown I, F558, pit
post-excavation
photograph (ACS Ltd)

Figure 3e: Johnstown I,
F559, pit, post-excavation
photograph (ACS Ltd)

Figure 3f:
Johnstown I, F971 and
F858,
pits,
postexcavation
photograph
(ACS Ltd).
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Figure 3g:
Johnstown I, F1015, pit,
pre-excavation
photograph (ACS Ltd).

Figure 3h: Johnstown I,
F1040, smelting pit, postexcavation
photograph
(ACS Ltd).

Figure 3i: Johnstown I,
F1070, smelting pit, postexcavation
photograph
(ACS Ltd).
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Feature
No Grid No

Feature Type

F38

A

smelting pit?

F39

A

smelting pit

F368

C

smelting pit

Shape

D1
0.52
0.7

D2
0.48
0.5

depth Sides
0.07 steep slopes all around; oxidised
0.14 Steep slope in all sides; gradual slope in ssw; oxidised
sides steeply sloped PF:charcoal rich soil,
some oxidised clay; SF:ashy clay; UF:grey
1.18 clay
slides steeply sloped; oxidised
sides;PF:black clay; SF:oxidised clay;
0.11 UF:silty charcoal layer

F553

B

Smelting pit?

circular

4.8

4.56

F558

B

smelting pit

circular

0.6

0.63

F559

B

smelting pit

oval

0.52

0.36

F560

B

smelting pit

oval

0.5

0.3

F660

D

hearth?

irregular

1.85

0.7

F765

E

hearth?

oval

1.38

0.7

F767

E

smelting pit

oval

0.59

0.46

steep sides; PF:grey (0.35); SF:orange
0.66 (0.81); TF:(black (0.40)
moderately sloped ; PF:yellow clay(0.24);
0.24 SF: oxidised clay (0.07)

F971

B

Smelting pit

oval

0.41

0.38

0.28 gradually sloping sides;oxidised clay;

F1015

D

smelting pit

oval

0.55

0.5

0.15 steep slopes all around; oxidised;

F1040

F

hearth?

subrectangular

2.24

1.2

F1070

F

Smelting pit

oval

0.62

0.43

F1105

F

Smelting pit

oval

0.61

0.54

0.1 steep slopes; gradual to the S
gradual slopes; PF:brown silty clay(0.05);
0.13 SF:brown silty clay(0.09)
moderately sloped;PF: oxidised clay ().04;
SF:charcoal layer0.08; UF: red-brown clay
0.26 (0.15)

F695

D

hearth

oval

1.2

2.2

F859

D

smelting pit

oval

0.6

0.5

base

contents

concave; furnace
bottom

ash, charcoal, slag

concave with
possible entranceway slag

concave
concave
0.05 gentle sloping sides;
0.06 Gentle sloping sides; F: silty; oxidised clay flat base
oxidised base
0.17 steep sides; gradual slope NW and SE;

slag
flat base
concave base
concave oxidised
base
flat base

slag
charcoal

concave

slag

concave

slag
slag;animal bone;
iron rod
animal bone; slag

0.33 steep slopes; gradual at NW
0.1 steep slopes
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charcoal,slag
slags, charcoal,
charcoal, slag
animal bone, slag

flat base

slag
animal bone; slag

Table 4a: ICP-OES analyses; compositions in weight percent for the first ten elements (oxides) and Ba
Context No Sample
Description
F36
J25 Pit
F194
J08 Pit
F316
JT03 Pit
F316
JT08 Pit
F333
J01 Pit
F553
J28 Pit
F553
JT17 Pit
F971
JT02 Pit
F1040
J06 Pit
F1040
J06(2) Pit
F1070
JT01 Pit
F39
JT14 Smelting pit
F39
J14 Smelting pit
F39
J23 Smelting pit
F554
J12 Spread
F558
JT11 Smelting pit
F558
JT15 Smelting pit
F558
J17 Smelting pit
F558
J29 Smelting pit
F558
J30 Smelting pit
F558
J32 Smelting pit
F558
J37 Smelting pit
F558
J38 Smelting pit
F558
J41 Smelting pit
F559
J11 Smelting pit
F560
JT12 Smelting pit
F560
J22 Smelting pit
F684
J10 Smelting area

SiO2
63.94
67.72
71.11
69.44
55.26
64.80
73.14
52.39
60.43
46.33
49.37
55.11
56.44
53.88
51.22
30.85
49.64
48.61
80.40
50.76
49.90
55.67
60.77
48.63
46.41
29.63
27.15
60.93

Al2O3
4.03
3.87
5.01
4.58
3.14
3.12
4.45
3.28
3.36
2.74
3.09
3.56
3.69
3.27
3.30
2.36
3.26
3.17
6.02
3.49
3.37
3.44
2.27
2.96
2.94
2.14
1.71
3.45

Fe2O3
11.83
13.72
10.10
13.20
26.70
2.86
2.90
29.58
21.84
28.02
34.47
17.74
12.96
23.15
14.29
36.04
14.63
14.32
6.72
16.19
17.82
15.30
16.69
22.26
29.61
36.06
58.22
18.43

MgO
0.53
0.43
0.46
0.46
0.40
0.44
0.51
0.39
0.33
0.27
0.32
0.42
0.45
0.40
0.32
0.32
0.32
0.34
0.59
0.37
0.35
0.36
0.25
0.35
0.33
0.33
0.30
0.35
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CaO
6.64
2.08
2.19
2.85
2.82
7.40
5.90
2.62
2.04
3.11
2.43
4.71
6.19
3.36
3.91
4.84
4.57
5.62
1.45
4.75
4.23
4.58
3.38
4.55
3.36
5.10
2.19
2.48

Na2O
0.32
0.37
0.41
0.36
0.29
0.32
0.43
0.26
0.30
0.23
0.25
0.27
0.28
0.27
0.28
0.17
0.27
0.25
0.40
0.28
0.27
0.27
0.20
0.29
0.24
0.18
0.17
0.32

K2O
0.66
0.58
0.69
0.68
0.59
0.55
0.73
0.51
0.52
0.41
0.49
0.54
0.58
0.55
0.45
0.43
0.46
0.44
1.00
0.50
0.48
0.49
0.34
0.54
0.42
0.31
0.27
0.52

TiO2
0.39
0.37
0.48
0.41
0.31
0.33
0.40
0.33
0.60
0.28
0.32
0.30
0.33
0.32
0.33
0.21
0.29
0.28
0.41
0.33
0.33
0.32
0.21
0.25
0.26
0.17
0.17
0.37

P2O5
0.69
0.70
0.74
0.71
1.68
1.63
1.03
1.18
1.03
1.63
1.64
1.05
1.01
0.97
1.08
2.25
1.17
0.98
0.38
1.05
1.11
1.05
0.94
1.17
1.21
0.76
0.91
1.17

MnO
0.890
1.515
1.150
1.747
1.301
0.235
0.254
2.076
0.736
1.286
1.591
2.499
1.762
2.834
1.315
4.130
1.360
1.226
0.454
1.266
1.443
1.196
2.303
5.055
1.613
1.056
1.625
1.752

Ba
432
490
906
1007
565
229
251
953
464
657
678
789
587
910
792
1761
654
606
253
725
810
649
907
1898
688
467
619
863

Context No Sample
Description
F765
JT10 Smelting pit
JT101of 2 Smelting pit
F765
F768
J13 Spread
F768
J15 Spread
F768
J20 Spread
F768
J21 Spread
F768
J31 Spread
F768
J33 Spread
F768
J34 Spread
F768
J36 Spread
F768
J39 Spread
F768
JT13 Spread
F1
JT06 Topsoil
F3
J26 Phase 1 ditch
F4
J09 Phase 2 ditch
F124
J03 Phase 3 ditch
F124
JT05 Phase 3 ditch
F124
JT09 Phase 3 ditch
F155
J18 Grave cut
F297
J05 Linear feature
F550
JT04 Working surface
F557
J27 Ditch
F695
J24 Hearth
F779
J19 Cobbled surface
F686
J04 Cultivation furrow
F1131
J35 Enclosure
F1131
J40 enclosure
F1131
J44 Enclosure
F1131
J45 Enclosure
F586
JT07 Grave cut for burial

SiO2
50.91

Al2O3
2.98

Fe2O3
27.46

MgO
0.32

CaO
2.67

55.24
69.50
72.19
69.81
74.22
67.17
70.39
69.69
62.92
66.34
74.91
65.56
67.17
64.74
69.46
78.48
69.51
64.31
67.98
67.78
69.81
65.59
57.63
61.66
84.63
85.83
75.53
60.18
84.40

3.63
4.02
3.95
3.04
2.94
3.98
3.94
4.04
3.85
3.81
4.09
3.84
3.88
3.68
4.17
4.78
4.74
3.79
3.61
4.22
5.01
3.94
3.55
3.51
5.14
4.41
4.25
3.11
3.25

15.42
7.54
5.71
11.18
6.14
10.02
9.05
6.01
10.59
9.27
6.03
15.04
13.64
16.08
12.49
3.49
11.99
14.40
15.28
10.76
10.98
6.53
21.52
18.12
3.85
3.02
2.77
23.19
1.64

0.35
0.36
0.35
0.33
0.30
0.39
0.36
0.41
0.39
0.37
0.36
0.42
0.44
0.38
0.44
0.49
0.50
0.40
0.37
0.50
0.52
0.47
0.41
0.37
0.54
0.45
0.71
0.27
0.41

2.32
2.41
3.33
3.02
4.26
3.26
2.46
5.05
3.08
2.86
2.76
2.50
3.12
2.62
2.51
2.64
2.68
2.69
3.48
3.73
3.04
9.56
3.80
2.41
1.08
1.06
6.41
2.32
5.47

202

Na2O K2O
0.26
0.46
0.29
0.36
0.36
0.28
0.28
0.36
0.36
0.37
0.34
0.33
0.38
0.34
0.33
0.33
0.36
0.42
0.40
0.32
0.34
0.34
0.36
0.34
0.33
0.32
0.40
0.35
0.39
0.29
0.35

0.52
0.58
0.59
0.47
0.45
0.60
0.57
0.62
0.58
0.56
0.60
0.57
0.61
0.55
0.64
0.74
0.71
0.60
0.56
0.69
0.72
0.51
0.58
0.53
0.80
0.66
0.75
0.49
0.56

TiO2
0.41

P2O5
1.42

MnO
3.467

Ba
1188

0.35
0.40
0.41
0.27
0.31
0.38
0.37
0.38
0.38
0.38
0.41
0.36
0.43
0.39
0.42
0.40
0.47
0.35
0.37
0.36
0.51
0.38
0.32
0.35
0.44
0.41
0.23
0.31
0.29

1.35
1.07
1.33
0.92
0.96
1.28
1.10
1.26
1.03
1.09
1.13
0.86
0.81
1.14
0.64
0.44
0.68
1.02
1.65
0.67
0.92
0.73
1.59
1.02
0.25
0.18
0.19
1.24
0.12

1.169
0.790
0.589
1.207
0.510
0.946
0.949
0.668
0.985
0.993
0.640
1.583
1.264
0.941
1.364
0.243
1.045
0.840
1.898
1.280
1.139
0.448
2.563
0.612
0.102
0.098
0.092
1.288
0.033

531
536
459
617
357
639
565
604
625
598
449
778
545
468
544
216
541
523
677
502
584
399
931
403
213
174
160
572
134

Table 4b: ICP-OES analyses; concentrations (in ppm of element) for the remaining nineteen elements
Context No
F36
F194
F316
F316
F333
F553
F553
F971
F1040
F1040
F1070
F39
F39
F39
F554
F558
F558
F558
F558
F558
F558
F558
F558
F558
F559
F560
F560

Sample
J25
J08
JT03
JT08
J01
J28
JT17
JT02
J06
J06-1of 2
JT01
JT14
J14
J23
J12
JT11
JT15
J17
J29
J30
J32
J37
J38
J41
J11
JT12
J22

Description
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Smelting pit
Smelting pit
Smelting pit
Spread
Smelting pit
Smelting pit
Smelting pit
Smelting pit
Smelting pit
Smelting pit
Smelting pit
Smelting pit
Smelting pit
Smelting pit
Smelting pit
Smelting pit

Co Cr Cu
Li
Ni
Sc
Sr
13
45
40
19
63
5 181
12
41
28
19
56
5 125
19
51
39
23
69
6 137
18
44
37
22
71
6 137
26
37
47
16
55
4 168
8
43
48
15
52
4 217
9
49
38
21
56
5 190
39
29
40
16
73
4 155
27
49
51
16
66
4 134
31
29
59
13
72
3 200
30
30
71
14
62
4 221
20
25
50
17
73
5 192
17
35
41
18
71
5 206
17
21
36
16
57
4 165
19
31
40
17
61
4 202
35
1
75
10
83
3 317
19
30
48
16
58
4 241
19
31
46
16
94
4 226
15
78
49
25 124
8 105
22
39
52
18
67
4 218
23
35
49
17
62
4 221
19
38
53
17
62
4 213
15
18
40
12
46
3 208
17
0
38
16
45
3 262
38
27
50
15
63
3 196
50
20
47
10
74
3 211
72
14
42
9
76
2 111

203

V
69
64
72
75
97
34
48
117
81
91
97
74
65
81
65
156
73
69
93
72
77
72
61
82
95
83
101

Y
Zn Zr
La Ce Nd Sm Eu Dy Yb Pb
27 251 107
18
20
21 2.6 1.0 4.4 2.3
22
25 174 124
18
22
22 2.4 1.0 5.5 2.1
22
28 204 138
22
25
26 2.8 1.0 5.4 2.2
27
30 181 123
21
23
25 2.5 1.1 6.1 2.4
27
19 165 103
31
23
33 3.3 1.2 4.0 2.3
31
18 201
81
15
14
16 1.2 0.6 2.3 1.3
12
22 200 117
19
26
21 2.3 0.8 3.1 1.7
12
23 165
93
13
22
18 4.6 1.4 6.0 2.6
29
19 218 147
14
18
16 2.9 1.0 2.8 2.1
34
18 348
86
13
20
16 3.6 1.2 4.4 2.1
27
20 389
93
12
22
16 4.0 1.5 5.4 2.6
40
24 373
95
16
16
22 3.1 1.1 7.2 2.3
28
25 331 106
17
19
22 2.7 1.1 6.1 2.2
32
24 189 105
15
23
22 3.5 1.1 7.9 2.4
30
18 193
93
13
17
16 2.1 0.8 4.4 1.6
21
19 429
69
11
17
20 4.7 1.4 9.9 2.5
39
18 237
79
13
17
16 2.3 0.9 4.4 1.7
25
19 205
83
13
16
17 2.4 0.8 4.7 1.8
22
49 189 103
33
41
37 4.6 1.5 6.0 3.4
27
21 204
94
14
17
18 2.0 1.0 4.7 2.0
25
20 207
98
13
17
17 3.1 1.0 5.0 2.0
23
19 214
98
14
16
17 2.5 0.8 3.8 1.9
21
15 163
79
10
9
15 2.1 0.8 5.7 1.5
20
20 194
73
15
21
26 3.1 1.1 12.3 2.2
26
17 176
85
11
21
15 4.0 1.2 4.5 2.2
32
16 112
58
9
13
12 5.2 1.4 3.5 2.3
31
14 111
68
10
16
14 7.9 2.1 4.5 3.0
55

Context No Sample
F684
J10
F765
JT10
F765
JT10-1of 2
F768
J13
F768
J15
F768
J20
F768
J21
F768
J31
F768
J33
F768
J34
F768
J36
F768
J39
F768
JT13
F1
JT06
F3
J26
F4
J09
F124
J03
F124
JT05
F124
JT09
F155
J18
F297
J05
F550
JT04
F557
J27
F695
J24
F779
J19
F686
J04
F1131
J35
F1131
J40
F1131
J44
F1131
J45
F586
JT07

Description
Smelting area
Smelting pit
Smelting pit
Spread
Spread
Spread
Spread
Spread
Spread
Spread
Spread
Spread
Spread
Topsoil
Phase 1 ditch
Phase 2 ditch
Phase 3 ditch
Phase 3 ditch
Phase 3 ditch
Grave cut
Linear feature
Working surface
Ditch
Hearth
Cobbled surface

Co Cr Cu
Li
Ni
Sc
Sr
18
33
38
18
50
4 161
21
17
44
14
54
3 175
21
40
41
18
59
4 170
12
43
43
20
52
5 169
11
45
45
20
47
4 211
12
34
43
16
46
4 152
11
38
39
16
42
3 189
15
44
53
20
56
5 192
14
43
47
20
52
5 164
12
45
65
21
58
5 221
16
42
48
19
54
5 170
13
41
48
19
55
5 175
12
46
50
20
54
5 184
16
35
40
19
55
5 145
12
44
37
19
57
5 150
17
41
35
21
53
4 156
13
45
32
20
59
5 130
9
57
31
23
61
6 131
14
51
36
22
68
6 137
17
42
35
18
57
5 144
19
35
42
20
54
4 212
12
43
34
20
65
6 150
13
49
40
25
64
6 164
15
44
57
20
67
5 248
18
28
37
18
55
4 210
21
41
40
18
54
4 133
Cultivation furrow
9
65
30
26
61
7 100
Enclosure
6
57
27
24
48
6
96
enclosure
5
44
17
19
39
6 147
Enclosure
21
34
57
15
54
3 177
Enclosure
4
39
20
19
34
3 144
Grave cut of burial

204

V
71
106
123
51
42
47
36
53
54
44
54
52
47
66
71
83
68
56
74
73
80
68
76
52
79
69
59
46
44
77
27

Y
Zn Zr
La Ce Nd Sm Eu Dy Yb Pb
21 199 111
15
16
19 2.7 1.0 5.3 2.1
29
17 229 103
11
21
18 3.8 1.1 8.4 2.1
32
21 194 104
15
19
18 3.0 0.9 4.4 2.0
25
21 219 120
17
22
20 1.6 0.7 3.8 1.7
21
19 240 120
17
21
19 1.5 0.6 3.1 1.4
18
19 177
93
15
17
18 2.2 0.8 4.2 1.7
20
15 184
99
12
18
13 1.1 0.6 2.3 1.2
12
22 223 103
16
20
19 2.0 0.8 4.7 1.9
21
21 216 105
17
22
20 2.2 0.8 4.4 1.7
22
22 269 100
23
18
25 1.5 0.8 3.6 1.6
18
21 210
93
17
20
20 2.6 0.8 4.3 1.7
23
21 211
94
16
21
19 2.1 0.7 4.1 1.7
20
21 233 121
17
20
19 1.9 0.7 3.3 1.6
17
24 184 113
17
21
21 2.9 1.0 5.3 2.1
26
23 194 115
17
23
21 2.7 1.0 5.2 2.0
26
20 172 127
15
20
18 2.7 0.9 3.8 1.9
27
26 174 132
20
25
24 2.5 1.0 5.1 2.1
23
28 171 121
22
29
24 2.9 0.9 3.6 2.0
20
29 201 143
21
29
25 2.9 1.1 5.1 2.3
27
22 182 137
16
22
19 2.2 1.0 4.3 1.9
23
20 165 131
22
22
26 2.5 0.9 5.6 1.8
24
31 186 108
21
21
25 2.7 1.1 5.9 2.4
22
27 205 135
21
27
25 2.2 1.0 5.1 2.1
23
24 165 117
17
19
19 2.1 0.8 3.0 1.8
14
22 227
96
15
25
21 3.1 1.1 6.9 2.1
23
19 173 112
15
20
17 2.5 1.0 3.0 1.9
25
26 167 122
21
29
23 2.2 0.8 3.1 1.9
20
21 153 107
19
26
20 2.1 0.6 2.4 1.6
19
25 102
74
16
15
18 2.0 0.7 2.7 1.7
9
17 223
92
16
17
19 2.2 1.0 4.0 2.0
27
16
97 126
13
17
14 1.5 0.4 2.0 1.1
9
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Likewise, the iron content distribution (see below), although simpler (log normal in
shape) than silica, has wide concentration ranges; values of iron >12% are not
normally found in ‘soils’ and therefore can only be attributed to presence of metallic
residues or slag..
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When SiO2 and Fe2O3 are plotted in a bi-variate plot, it is interesting to find a good
negative correlation between these two elements (correlation coefficient -0.87). There
are three outliers with a high iron content, presumably fragments of slag. There is no
difference between samples labelled as J and those labelled as JT.
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Another bivariate plot, the Al-Fe plot (below) shows much the same picture, that is
negative correlation but less good (-0.63); in this plot there are some samples with
high Al and low iron but whether these are significant is uncertain.
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When iron, barium and manganese are plotted in three-dimensional space, a good
correlation is noted (see below) with just a few samples lying apart.
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Finally in multi-variate space, principal components analysis (PCA): there

is a central cluster with several outliers (see two figures below). Those with high
negative values along PC1 are the ones with very high iron, and they are more
significant than the samples with high positive scores on PC2. But beyond that, PCA
does not help us much.
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The results of ICP-OES analyses were also classified by discriminant analysis (DA)
by setting up two groups of samples: soils found within (1) smelting pits/hearths and
(2) non-metallurgical (NM) features. As already mentioned, DA optimises the
differences in composition between these two groups, and then it can take a priori
ungrouped samples (for example those deriving from the other sites) and can assign
these individual samples to one or other of the (two) pre-arranged groups. The
purpose of the exercise is, in this case, to confirm that the contents of the ‘unknown’
samples are metallurgical in origin. For further discussion on statistical treatment of
the data see Photos-Jones (2003).
Figure 4 shows the discriminant function (DF) scores for individual samples
within the two groups. These groups are quite well discriminated, but there is a small
amount of overlap between them.
Analyses of soils with ICP-OES, is a technique which provides the chemical
composition of thirty elements. Discriminant analysis, is offered as the best tool
for an independent assessment of the features. Principal component analysis is
also presented but the results are not as clear cut as for DA. There is, of course,
plenty of scope for refinement of the technique and the excavators’ cooperation
and assistance in scrutinising the data to that end is paramount.
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DF1 scores of Pits & Other, Smelting hearths & Unknowns
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Figure 4: DF1 scores of individual samples belonging to the two groups: Smelting
pits/hearths, and non-metallurgical (NM) features. The arrows indicate the ranges of
DF1 scores for the two groups.

5.2.3

Magnetic component of soils

The magnetic properties of individual soil samples can be used as indicators of
metallurgical activities. To that end, the percentage of magnetic content of each
feature is measured. A sub-sample was ground gently in mortar and pestle and
weighed. It was spread out in a flat surface and a strong magnet passed repeatedly
over the surface. The amount of magnetic material attached to the magnet was
weighed and the percentage of the total included in the Table below. The technique
used-when no magnetic susceptibility testing is available- provides information on
the relative magnetic content of different
denoting low, medium and high respectively.
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features with green, yellow and red

Table 5 : Soil Samples and their contexts; total weight of the sample=weight of
magnetic + non-magnetic components;

Legend
Site name

= Low (0-29%)
Feat. No Sample/Grid

= Medium (30-55%)

= High (56-100%)

Tot. weight Weight of magnetic component. Weight of non-magn. soil % of magn. Component.

Johnstown1 F001

D

50.21

5.10

45.11

Johnstown1 F003

B

36.88

3.34

33.54

9

Johnstown1 F004

D

48.19

6.16

42.03

13

Johnstown1 F036

B

49.90

3.98

45.11

8

48.95

11.57

37.38

24

Johnstown1 F039

10

Johnstown1 F1131

#480 G

31.72

0.00

31.72

0

Johnstown1 F1040

F

48.73

7.00

41.73

14

Johnstown1 F1131

#466 G

43.92

0.00

43.92

0

Johnstown1 F1131

#481 G

37.72

0.00

37.72

0

Johnstown1 F124

D

54.37

5.45

48.92

10

Johnstown1 F124

#116

49.30

4.47

44.83

9

Johnstown1 F124

#116 B

45.58

0.00

45.58

0

Johnstown1 F155

C

43.65

3.99

39.66

9

Johnstown1 F194

A

43.91

4.66

39.25

11

Johnstown1 F297

B

45.85

7.62

38.23

17

10.48

1.83

8.65

17

#154 B

94.96

14.14

80.82

15

24.71

2.91

24.71

12

Johnstown1 F38

#14 A

53.83

11.36

42.47

21

Johnstown1 F39

#8 A

36.34

10.41

25.93

29

Johnstown1 F39

#9 A

29.12

4.82

24.30

17

Johnstown1 F558

#228 B

14.25

10.12

4.13

71

Johnstown1 F550

C

41.48

2.25

39.23

5

Johnstown1 F553

B

18.84

0.28

18.56

1

Johnstown1 F553

B

30.51

0.00

30.51

0

Johnstown1 F554

B

46.30

11.41

34.89

25

Johnstown1 F558

#326 B

30.89

6.51

24.38

21

Johnstown1 F558

#327 B

19.88

4.47

15.41

22

Johnstown1 F558

#231 B

22.82

4.61

18.21

20

Johnstown1 F558

#330 B

23.82

6.61

17.31

28

Johnstown1 F558

#329 B

39.99

9.97

39.99

25

Johnstown1 F558

#332 B

38.06

9.72

28.35

26

Johnstown1 F558

#333 B

27.70

6.75

20.95

24

Johnstown1 F558

#331 B

25.41

5.74

19.67

23

Johnstown1 F586

#314 E

30.04

0.00

30.04

0

Johnstown1 F684

F

51.75

6.42

45.33

12

Johnstown1 F666

D

51.71

9.77

41.94

19

52.91

10.14

42.72

19

Johnstown1 F316
Johnstown1 F316
Johnstown1 F333

Johnstown1 F765

210

Johnstown1 F768

#370/D

33.25

1.11

32.14

3

Johnstown1 F768

#365 D

30.34

2.69

27.65

9

Johnstown1 F768

#368 D

30.60

1.98

28.62

6

Johnstown1 F768

#363 D

17.63

1.08

16.55

6

Johnstown1 F768

#362 D

32.94

2.57

30.37

8

Johnstown1 F768

#364 D

35.43

1.39

34.04

4

Johnstown1 F768

#367 D

15.67

1.53

14.14

10

Johnstown1 F768

#372 D

29.57

2.56

27.01

9

Johnstown1 F768

#366 D

50.91

2.30

48.61

5

Johnstown1 F768

#361 D

42.17

3.78

38.39

9

Johnstown1 F779

D

82.62

11.02

71.60

13

Johnstown1 F858

47.01

9.71

37.30

21

Johnstown1 F971

B

70.66

34.02

35.64

48

Johnstown1 F695

#225 D

50.87

23.36

27.51

46

Johnstown1 F558

#324 B

20.13

5.98

14.15

30

Johnstown1 F557

B

10.01

3.03

7.07

30

Johnstown1 F1040

#404 F

33.95

14.23

19.72

42

Johnstown1 F1105

F

49.64

18.51

31.08

37

Johnstown1 F1070

#429 F

57.39

42.40

14.99

74

Johnstown1 F559

#263 B

36.67

21.44

15.23

58

Johnstown1 F560

#257 B

57.27

43.47

13.80

76

Johnstown1 F560

B

49.47

44.23

5.24

89

Results
Of the features analysed most proved to be non-magnetic or mildly magnetic. Soils
with medium range magnetism included those deriving from features F557, F558,
F695, F971, F1040 and F1105. Those which were highly magnetic derived from
features F560, F559 and F1070.

5.2.4

Magnetic Susceptibility of soils (Table 6)

Magnetic content and magnetic susceptibility testing are two techniques which
can provide metallurgical information on the contents of different features.
Magnetic susceptibility values are given in the Table below.
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Table 6: Soil Samples, their contexts and magnetic susceptibility measurements;
Feature No Sample No/Grid M/S Weight M/V Value
F1131
F1131
F586
F124
F1131
F768
F550
F768
F768
F557
F768
F155
F333
F003
F124
F297
F768
F768
F124
F036
F768
F768
F194
F001
F684
F004
F316
F666
F558
F768
F765
F1040
F553
F553
F779
F768
F39
F039
F558
F38
F558
F558
F39
F558
F558
F558
F559
F1105
F971
F695
F1040
F560
F560
F1070
F558
F316
F554
F558
F558
F858

#466/ G
#480/ G
#314/ E
#116
#481/ G
#364/ D
C
#370/D
#363/ D
B
#367/ D
C

4.78
5.71
5.71
6.27
4.29
6.76
6.67
6.76
5.41
6.15
7.39
6.84
6.55
6.54
7.23
6.01
6.5
5.76
6.84
6.18
6.43
6.12
5.12
6.18
7.11
6.01
6.24
6.15
6.3
5.5
6.87
6.88
4.69
4.69
5.37
4.96
6.5
6.32
5.82
5.85
5.68
5.67
5.88
5.51
5.55
5.23
6.66
5.79
5.55
5.82
5.25
5.65
5.99
6.38
4.7
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

B
#116/ B
B
#368/ D
#366/ D
D
B
#365/ D
#372/ D
A
D
F
D
#154/ B
D
#231/ B
#362/ D
F
B
B
D
#361/ D
#9/ A
#333/ B
#14/ A
#330/ B
#327/ B
#8/ A
#324/ B
#326/ B
#331/ B
#263/ B
F
B
#225/ D
#404/ F
#257/ B
B
#429/ F
#228/ B
B
#329/ B
#332/ B
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9.5
24.3
75.7
207.7
476.1
528.6
578.9
601.6
603.3
605.1
675.8
716.1
761.7
786.3
838.3
898.7
965.2
996.1
1007.6
1038.4
1049.3
1140.6
1184.8
1212.1
1360.8
1483
1509.8
1612.8
1642.9
1661.5
1773.6
2123.1
2469.4
2469.4
2632.5
2750
2852.2
2943.4
3269.5
3460.6
4081.1
4465.2
4735
4763.4
4903.7
5126.2
5825.2
6465.4
7325.9
9135.8
11366.3
15475.9
21919.7
24653.9
42580
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Results
Table 7 below provides a re-evaluation of the features which can be safely ascribed to
being smelting pits. First column after the context numbers gives original appraisal of
the feature, last column, the final appraisal. NDA= no data available.
Table 7:

Re-evaluation of some features on the basis of magnetic susceptibility

measurements
F695

Hearth

yes

F859
F684
F39
F368
F558
F559
F560
F660
F765
F767
F1015
F5
F30
F36
F38
F176
F178
F194
F225
F316
F333
F542
F553
F858
F912
F971
F1036
F1040
F1070
F1105
F1
F3
F4
F124
F297
F155

Hearth
smelting area
smelting pit
smelting pit
smelting pit
smelting pit
smelting pit
smelting pit
smelting pit
smelting pit
smelting pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Pit
Topsoil
phase 1 ditch
phase 2 ditch
phase 3 ditch
linear feature
grave cut

NDA
not really
possible
NDA
yes
yes
yes
NDA
not really
NDA
NDA
NDA
NDA
not metallurgical
smelting pit
NDA
NDA
not metallurgical
NDA
not metallurgical
not metallurgical
NDA
smelting pit
NDA
NDA
smelting pit
NDA
smelting pit
smelting pit
smelting pit
not metallurgical
not metallurgical
not metallurgical
not metallurgical
not metallurgical
not metallurgical
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6.0 The Metallurgical waste
6.1

Typological Investigation (Figures 5a and 5b)

The industrial waste from fifty-five (55) contexts have been examined. They have
been weighed and classified in a pro-forma sheet shown in appendix B. Only the
weight and the typology of individual fragments measuring larger than 5cm were
recorded. Fines were also weighed. When the ‘fragments’ were large all dimensions
(and not simply the long axis) were recorded.

A total weight of

600kg was

examined. The typological distribution of all fragments as per individual context is
given in Appendix C.

160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
D

C
3

C
1

B4

B2

A5

Total

A3

A1

No of Fragments

Distribution of MW types Johnstown I

Typology Category

Key for metallurgical waste typology graphs as per Appendix c
A. Metal Ceramics
1
Furnace wall fragment
2
Smithing Hearth wall fragment
3
Vitrified clay fragment
4
Partially vitrified clay
5
Other
B. Slag
1
Porous
2
Dense/crystalline
3
Platy cake
4
Drippy
5
Other
C. Smithing Hearth Bottoms/BI-SHB/Furnace Bottom
1
Convex/convex
2
Plano/convex
3
Concave/convex
4
Other
D. Other
CERAMICS
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The slag typology consists primarily of amorphous porous slag (B1), dense and heavy
followed by crystalline, dense and heavy (B2). The difference between the two lies in
the degree of macro-porosity and the shape. The former tends to be amorphous while
the latter tends to form cakes of different shapes and forms. The next group in terms
of numbers is the metallurgical ceramics (A1) consisting of both furnace walls and
hearth. Tuyere fragments are also evident within this group and are characterised by
their shape (see Figures 6m,n,p). The smithing hearth bottoms and the furnace
bottoms are few in numbers but quite distinctive in shape and of course size.

Johnstown I MW typology distribution
40

Number of fragments

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
F1a F1b

F2

F2a

F3

F4a F4b

F5

F6

F7

F8

F8a

Typology Classification

Refined classification of individual pieces in contexts (F768) and (F779)
Group No
F1a
F1b
F2
F2a
F3
F4a
F4b
F5
F6
F7
F8
F8a

Description
1a/ elliptical cake with dip in middle
1b/round cake with dip off centre
2/ round cake with flat surface, smooth bottom, crystalline xsection, dense and heavy
2a/ all of above with additional amorphous lump on top
3/ flat round cakes, rough bottom, thin
4a/ round (4a1) or elliptical (4a2) large cakes with “knob” on one
side
4b/ same as for 4a but with knob on bottom surface.
5/ elliptical/oval shaped cake with both rough surface AND
bottom
6/ plano-convex SHB
7/ unusual pieces
8/ furnace/earth wall/lining
8a/ furnace/hearth wall lining with slag
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F859
F928
F971
F997
F998
F1040

Table 6
CONTEXT

WEIGHT
(gm)

F3
F4

15423
58951

F5
F7
F11
F16
F17
F29
F33
F36
F37
F38
F39
F42
F43
F44
F67
F93
F123
F124
F155
F176
F178
F194
F225
F237
F278
F297
F300
F316
F333
F360
F553
F554
F556
F557
F558
F559
F598
F684
F765
F768
F779

55
70
58
47
968
4442
37
12535
2605
93
26744
1922
548
5
10591
262
403
93305
1015
1365
71
7709
178
67
4939
28892
6036
7126
2918
256
16242
17990
923
8614
10271
353
67
64804
5575
84388
74287

TOTAL

20
859
2614
50
499
7036

584228

Group 3 :flat round cakes, rough
bottom, and thin form the largest
category (37), followed by Group 5:
elliptical/oval shaped cake with both
rough surface AND bottom (30).
Group 1a: elliptical cake with dip in
middle (25). Group 2a: round cake
with flat surface, smooth bottom,
crystalline x-section, dense and heavy
and Group 6: plano-convex SHB
(smithing hearth bottom).
Group 3 represent the result of small
smithing operations. Group 6, the
results of bloom smithing operations
Group1a the smelts gone “wrong” in
the sense that very little if any metal
was produced and it includes
furnace bottoms and Group 2a also
the slags from the smelts.
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Figure 6a:
Group 1b: round cake with
blow hole dip, off centre.

From F124.

Figure 6b:
Group 2b: fragment of
round or oval cake with flat
top surface, smooth bottom,
dense and crystalline xsection, thick and with
amorphous lump on one side.

From F1.

Figure 6c:
Group 3: flat and smooth
surfaced round cakes, with
rough bottom and porous xsection.

From F779
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Figure 6d:
Group 4a: elliptical (4a2)
large cakes with attached
material (slag/furnace wall)
on one side.
From F1

Figure 6e:
Group 5
elliptical/oval or egg shaped
cake with rough surface
AND bottom

From F779

Figure 6f:
Group 4b: large cake with
attached material on one
side with knob on bottom
surface.
From F779.
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Figure 6g:
Another photo of a Group 3
fragment From F779: flat
and smooth surface round
cake, with rough bottom and
porous x-section.

Figure 6h:
Group 4b: small cake with
knob on bottom surface.

Figure 6i:
Group 1b: round cake
with blow hole dip, off
centre. It is thought that the
tuyere or blow hole was
positioned directly above the
dip.
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Figure 6j:
Group 4a: same as in
Figure 6d.

Figure 6k:
Group 2b: fragment of
round or oval cake with flat
top surface, smooth bottom,
dense and crystalline xsection, thick and with slag
rising along the furnace wall
on one side.

Figure 6l:
Group 2b: same as above
but looking at the
porosity free x-section
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Figure 6m:
Group 8: metallurgical
ceramic shown in x-section

Figure 6n:
Group 8:

same as
above; highly glazed
exterior surface

Figure 6p:
Group 8: fragment of
blow hole from F1105
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Figure 6q:
Group 1a:

sectioned
furnace bottom seen from
the top.

Figure 6r:
Group 1a: section of same
furnace bottom as seen
above. This is a solid mass
of slag with no visible
metallic component.

Figure 6s:
Group 4a :. section of
furnace bottom . This is also
a solid mass of slag with no
visible metallic component.
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6.2

SEM-EDAX examination and analysis

Sample Preparation
Fragments of slag were cut across with a diamond-bearing cutting wheel and the
section was mounted in metallographic resin, ground with a series of silicon carbide
papers and polished with 6 and 3-micron diamond pastes. The polished block was
subsequently carbon-coated in preparation for SEM-EDAX analysis (see Table 8).
The polished block was examined with the scanning electron microscope (a Leo
stereoscan-S360) attached to an ISIS analyser with ZAF correction package. All
elements shown in the Table 8 were sought, the composition given in weight per cent.
Internal calibration was carried out using a Co standard. Operating voltage was 20Kev
and working distance was 25mm. Typical limits of detection for SEM-EDAX are of
0.1%wt-0.5%wt. Elements with values below the limit of detection are denoted as nd.
The sample was examined with the backscatter detector.

A methodology for

examination and analysis of metallurgical waste from archaeological sites has been
outlined in numerous publications and has been summarised in the relevant English
Heritage (2001) publication. Operating conditions for the SEM-EDAX and levels of
sensitivity for each element are given above.
Methodology
The methodology for SEM-EDAX analysis followed by SASAA is outlined here.
Analyses are undertaken first on the entire surface of the polished block, and
subsequently on each of the different mineralogical phases. Both sets of analyses are
needed.

The rationale behind such practice is that direct comparisons between

analyses can only be made only between phases of similar mineralogical composition.
The first type (taken over a mean of three) represents area or bulk chemical analysis
and is considered to be representative of the composition of the sample as a whole.
As such, it identifies the slag as metallurgical of the ferrous or non-ferrous variety.
The second type is aimed at establishing the composition of each of the mineralogical
phases within and so at identifying the process that generated it. In brief, spot
analyses are aimed at establishing whether the slags are of the smithing or smelting
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variety and provide information on the environment, temperature and conditions
within the furnace in question.

Optical and SEM-EDAX Examination
Table 7 : List of SASAA samples and typology
SASAA
No
JONS1
JONS2
JONS3
JONS4

Feature
No
F779
F779
F779
F779

Typology

Description

1b
3
7
4a

JONS5
JONS6
JONS7

F124
F779
F779

7
6
5

JONS8

F779

1a

JONS9
JONS10
JONS11
JONS12
JONS13
JONS14
JONS15

F779
F779
F768
F768
F768
F779
F779

4b
3
2a
3
4b
1a/1b
1a

JONS16
JONS17

F768
F768

8a
8

JONS18

F768

5

JONS19

F779

2

JONS20

F779

6

1b/round cake w/ dip middle or off centre
3/ flat round cakes, rough bottomed
7/ unusual piece
4a/ round (4a1) or elliptical (4a2) cakes
with knob on side
7/ unusual piece
6/ plano-convex SHB
5/ elliptical/oval shaped cake w/ both rough
surface AND bottom
1a/ elliptical cake w/ dip in middle or off
centre
4b/ as for 4a but w/ knob on bottom surface
3/ flat round cakes, rough bottom, thin
2a/ all of above w/ amorphous lump on top
3/ flat round cakes, rough bottom, thin
4b/ as for 4a but w/ knob on bottom surface
1b/round cake w/ dip middle or off centre
1a/ elliptical cake w/ dip in middle or off
centre
8a/ furnace wall lining with slag
8/ furnace wall/lining (use above category
A)
5/ elliptical/oval shaped cake w/ both rough
surface AND bottom
2/ round cake w/ flat surface, smooth
bottom, crystalline x-section, thick
6/ plano-convex SHB

The smelting slags of JTI are fayalitic, pointing to a manganese rich bog ore
which has been smelted under poorly reducing conditions and at relatively low
temperatures. They are viscous and accumulating on the furnace floor. The silica
source was probably sand.
JONS1
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Large overgrown needles of fayalite densely distributed and allowing little space for
interstitial glass. Fine dendrites of wustite and fayalite precipitate out of the glass.
The slow rate of cooling is evidenced by the coring seen in the grains of fayalite
(see Figure 10c and 10d).
JONS2
Dendrites of wustite growing at angles to each other amidst fayalite grains. There is
a minimal amount of interstitial glass which appears weathered at places.
JONS3
SEM-BS images of JONS3 (Figure 8a and b) show that this sample contains remnants of
metallic iron or ghost metal (metal which has reverted to the oxide); there are fragments of

charcoal which have been trapped within the fayalite.
JONS4
Figure 8c and 8d show dense growth of fayalite grains in a glassy matrix which in
actual fact is micro-crystalline.

The

grains of fayalite are fragmented and the glass

precipitates fine fayalite and dentrites of wustite. Slow cooling rates give rise to such
growth as well as to zoning, the variable concentrations of some elements between the
interior and the core of the same grain.
JONS7
Figures 10a and 10b show dense growth of fayalite grains amidst heavy porosity.
JONS8
Large grains of fayalite broken up. Interstitial glass is made up of fayalite and glass.
Globular wustite at places also little prills of metallic iron.
JONS9
Figure 7c and 7d show dense growth of fayalite grains in a glassy matrix which in
actual fact is considerably micro-crystalline. The grains of fayalite are fragmented and
the glass precipitates fine fayalite and dentrites of wustite. Slow cooling rates give
rise to such growth. The angular shape of some of the wustite dendrites suggest that
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the magnetite was formed instead of wustite. Magnetite (Fe3O4) forms when
conditions are relatively oxidising.
JONS11
Angular but fragmented grains of fayalite with dendrites of wustite growing in the
glass. See Figure 9a.
JONS12
Angular grains of fayalite with dendrites of wustite in the glass. Very fine metallic
prills are also present..
JONS15 contains small particles of metallic iron in a matrix of weathered iron oxide,

charcoal fragments, silica grains and heavy porosity (Figure 9c). Densely grown
fayalite which merges into a single solid phase with little interstitial glass within.
Weathering at the edges. At the edges the glass has weathered.
JONS16
This is a fragment of metallurgical ceramic showing areas of diverse vitrification.
Angular and partially fractured grains of quartz are seen dispersed throughout the
glassy matrix; also areas of reduced iron oxides (see Figure 7a and 7b) resulting
from the reaction of furnace wall and contents.
JONS 18
Dense growth of dendrites of wustite in a matrix of fragmented grains of fayalite.

Interstitial glass has grown between the grains of wustite. This sample is “rare” in that
the mere presence of wustite ensures that conditions were reducing enough. (see
Figure 9b and 9d).
JONS19
Very large angular grains of fayalite. Some magnetite is present between these grains
and in the glass. Some fayalite precipitates out of the glassy phase. There are also
some prills of unconsolidated metallic iron.
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TABLE 8: SEM-EDAX semi-quantitative analyses of Johnstown I metallurgical waste : composition in weight percent; nd = not
detected
MgO Al2O3 SiO2

P2O5

SO3

K2O CaO

FeO

BaO

Total

JONS2 Area analysis
JONS2 Fayalite spot analysis

0.82

2.82

28.68

0.55

0.68

1.03

2.78

Nd

3.82

57.26

Nd

98.44

0.92

0.24

37.19

nd

nd

nd

2.3

nd

6.54

52.03

Nd

99.96

JONS2 Wustite spot analysis

0.94

0.95

0.82

nd

0.63

nd

Nd

Nd

1.8

91.9

Nd

97.94

JONS2 Glass spot analysis

nd

6.4

28.18

6.67

0.95

0.69

8.94

Nd

0.96

41.67

6.76

95.22

JONS8 Area analysis

0.61

2.64

29.88

2.16

0.81

1.23

3.69

nd

2.0

57.3

nd

100.32

JONS8 fayalite spot analysis

0.97

nd

36.59

0.91

0.43

nd

2.43

nd

3.54

54.67

nd

99.54

JONS8 wustite spot analysis

0.75

1.04

5.07

nd

nd

nd

0.7

0.97

1.35

87.94

nd

97.82

22.45 53.48

0.59

nd

18.76

0.43

nd

0.1

4.86

nd

100.08

JONS8 glass spot analysis

nd

TiO2 MnO

JONS5 Area analysis

0.49

3.59

35.34

4.08

0.45

2.19

5.47

nd

9.13

40.01

0.91

101.66

JONS5 fayalite spot analysis

0.53

0.2

36.62

0.88

0.33

nd

2.64

nd

11.35 45.01

0.41

95.57

JONS5 glass spot analysis

0.22

10.95 62.34

8.06

1.13

9.01

12.72

1.57

nd

98.08

JONS5 wustite spot analysis

1.06

0.89

0.78

nd

nd

nd

0.11

0.52

JONS11 area analysis

nd

3.71

28.33

2.58

nd

1.01

5.82

nd

JONS11 wustite spot analysis

nd

1.11

0.36

nd

nd

nd

0.22

0.79

JONS11 fayalite spot analysis

nd

0.35

35.45

nd

nd

nd

2.38

JONS11 glass spot analysis

nd

19.08 35.34

7.3

1.72

7.1

JONS18 area analysis

nd

2.16

19.83

3.18

nd

JONS18 wustite spot analysis

nd

0.83

0.32

nd

nd

JONS18 fayalite spot analysis

nd

nd

30.19

0.6

JONS18 Ca-P grain 1 spot analysis

nd

0.45

nd

JONS18 Ca-P grain 2 spot analysis

nd

0.42

nd

1.88

19.3

5.38

86.87

nd

95.61

14.39 48.79

0.97

100.62

4.63

93.27

Nd

100.38

nd

20.44 67.32

Nd

98.94

14.01

nd

1.78

13.79

2.4

101.51

0.28

4.41

nd

10.58 64.82

nd

94.86

nd

nd

nd

6.91

90.96

nd

99.02

nd

nd

3.33

nd

16.48 49.83

nd

100.43

46.35

nd

1.63

50.25

nd

2.11

5.1

nd

105.90

47.9

nd

1.45

51.79

nd

2.07

5.57

nd

109.20
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Fig. 7b SEM-BS image of crystalline (iron oxide) phase in met ceramic sample
JONS16; angular and partially fractured needles of fayalite and dendrites of wustite.
This section of the met ceramic has been in contact with the ore to produce slag
(bar=500microns; x=42.9)

Fig. 7a SEM-BS image of glassy matrix in met ceramic sample JONS16; angular and
partially fractured grains of quartz are seen dispersed in glassy matrix ; circles are holes
(bar=1mm; x=40.9)

Fig. 7c SEM-EDAX image of sample JONS9 showing dense growth of fayalite grains
in a glassy matrix which in actual fact shown considerable microcrystallinity
(bar=1mm;x=21)

Fig 7d. SEM-BS image of sample JONS9 at higher magnification showing angular
grains of fayalite and the interstitial matrix with fine growth of wustite and
fayalite

(bar=100microns;x=282)
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Fig. 8a SEM-BS image of JONS3 showing charcoal
inclusion within densely fayalitic matrix
(bar=100microns;x=306)

Fig 8c. SEM-BS image of JONS4 showing dense fayalite
matrix with little glass and iron oxides (bar=2mm; x=16)

Fig 8b. SEM-BS image of JONS3showing remnants of metallic
iron ghost metal (metal which has reverted to the oxide);
sections of the charcoal inclusion are also evident

(bar=50microns:x=500)

Fig 8d. SEM-BS image of JONS4 showing interstitial (between
fayalite) “glassy” phase consisting of small particles of fayalite,
wustite (bar=100microns;x=282)
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Fig 9a. SEM-BS image of sample JONS11 with fragmented grains of Fig 9b. SEM-BS image of sample JONS18 with fragmented grains of
fayalite within a glassy matrix, with dendrites of wustite fayalite and dense growth of wustite (bar=500microns; x=56)
(bar=500microns; x=61)

Fig 9c SEM-EDAX image of sample JONS15 with small particles of
metallic iron in a matrix of weathered iron oxide, charcoal fragments,
silica grains and heavy porosity (bar=200microns; x=150)

Fig 9d:SEM-BS image of sample JONS18 showing areas of
weathered dendrites of wustite amidst a glassy matrix (bar = 100
microns; x = 260).
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Fig. 10a SEM-EDAX image of sample JONS7 showing dense
growth of fayalite grains amidst heavy porosity (bar=2mm; x=17)

Fig 10b. SEM-EDAX image of sample JONS7 showing growth of dendrites within
hole (triangular feature on left) and interstitial glass with dendrites of wustite and
fayalite (triangular feature on right) (bar=100microns;x=360)

Fig 10c. SEM-BS image of JONS1 showing dense growth of Fig 10d. SEM-BS image of JONS1 showing dense growth of fayalite
and wustite coring emerging out of the fayalite
fayalite grains needles
(bar=20microns;x=893)
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7.0

Discussion

This report has dealt with both the features and finds of the JTI in an attempt to assess
amounts and typology and to examine the nature and origin of the material retrieved.
Overall the staggering –as far as bloomery sites go, let alone early bloomeriesamount of slag recovered from the site, c.2000Kg, shows a consistent and determined
approach towards making iron over two phases, broadly classified as the Early
(C7th-10th) and Later (C11th-13th)) in an area which must have been designated as
iron working and delineated by an enclosure ditch. Such an amount must represent the
efforts of a number of people who, either as individuals or as a group, were
undertaking to make iron for their own usage or on behalf of some centrally organised
authority. The number of knives recovered from the site may suggest a “cutlery
centre” but it is almost certain that all sorts of functional artefacts would have been
produced there. So overall, JTI is a place where both raw material and artefact were
produced, smelting and smithing taking place side by side. In that sense it qualifies as
an industrial centre where the entire process is seen from beginning to end.
JTI certainly classifies as a centre for industry by the sheer amount of waste produced.
However, industry, at least by C18th-C19th models, implies organisation which is
aimed at maximising output or at least enhancing yields by constantly
adapting/modifying/enhancing

installations and processes instrumental for these

yields. If we accept this as a working definition and attempt to see JTI in that light
the following problems arise. Firstly, levels of output appear to have been low and
secondly craft specialisation is kept to a minimum. Both emanate from the choice of
furnace design ie the bowl furnace.
We suggest that the two tons of slag recovered from JTI bears testimony to the
frustrated attempts to make iron rather than to an illustration of confident practices. It
is likely that multiple attempts to smelt would be considered the norm and that even
small amounts of iron would have necessitated a quite substantial input of raw
materials, ore and charcoal. Under such a scenario craft specialisation would have
been rather redundant, the smelter/smith being eager to “control” the process from
beginning to end, to ensure the production of some meaningful quantity of iron, at the
end of the day.
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This uncertainty-as we perceive it- at the end of the day, for the quantity of iron
actually produced runs very much contrary to the Irish Tract Laws legislator’s attitude
towards the protection of the “confident” (black)smith’s health and safety. To our
knowledge there is no reference in the Tract Laws to iron makers. The absence of the
iron maker– let alone his health and safety- is consistently transparent in most early
literature across Europe, from 1st millennium AD Ireland to 1st millennium BC
Greece. The reasons have eluded and puzzled the present author. Yet JTI MW has
shown that smelting and smithing must have taken place side by side. Didn’t the
legislator of the C8th AD tract notice the smiths at ALL their workings and not only
while they hammered the iron on the anvil?
Inefficiency of the bloomery in the bowl furnace has little to do with the smith being
inexperienced. On the contrary. Unlike the shaft furnace, the bowl furnace does not
allow for long residence times where the ore is allowed to be in long contact with
carbon monoxide. At JTI the temperatures reached were not sufficient to make the
slag free running, ending in furnace bottoms which clogged the furnace floor. Shaft
furnaces or at least those that did produce tap slag were found in Early Christian
contexts in Ireland (Lislea, Co Cork, in Mytum1992). It therefore ‘beggars belief‘
why the shaft furnace was not used by the medieval and even later times. It might be a
case that if the bowl furnace produced the ‘goods’ there was no reason to alter it
(Photos-Jones 2003).
The long history of usage of JTI as a place designated as ’good for iron working’ at
least in the minds of the local inhabitants is a characteristic that we see in other sites
along the KEK-M4 motorway on account of the diachronic dates that some of the
other sites produced (see Photos-Jones 2003). A combination of practical reasons
must lie behind such choices like the proximity to natural resources like bog iron and
fuel but also the protected nature of the site and more important the dry/insulating
nature of the subsoil into which the furnaces and the hearths were cut. If such areas
were indeed known, then they have to be examined in association with the settlements
from which the people originated and the needs of which they served.
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Appendix A
The total weight of Johnstown I MW as per context (after L Clarke, pers comm)(see
in association to Table 6)

368
427
462
494
532
542
550
553
554
558
560
598
613
660
684
695
765
767
768
778
779
808
821
858
878
912
971
997
998
1015
1035
1036
1040
1070
1079
1086
1102
1105

Metal Slag
Johnstown 1 (Site A)
Feature
1
3
4
5
7
11
16
17
29
30
33
36
37
38
39
42
43
67
96
123
124
155
176
178
194
225
237
278
297
300
308
316
333
360

Weight
573.5 kg
26.6 kg
214.55 kg
0.05 kg
0.2 kg
0.05 kg
0.05 kg
1 kg
4.5 kg
6.15 kg
0.05 kg
10.7 kg
2.75 kg
0.1 kg
25.85 kg
1.95 kg
0.6 kg
10.05 kg
0.25 kg
0.4 kg
297.65 kg
0.8 kg
1.35 kg
0.05 kg
7.75 kg
0.15 kg
0.05 kg
4.2 kg
24.1 kg
3.9 kg
0.8 kg
6.5 kg
2.9 kg
0.25 kg

Total
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0.1kg
0.05kg
81.7kg
0.25kg
0.05kg
0.25kg
5.55kg
16.75kg
16.45kg
13.85kg
6.5kg
0.05kg
0.15kg
10.4kg
64.95kg
2.65kg
14.9kg
0.45kg
422.2kg
3.65kg
73.75kg
4.25kg
0.1kg
9.45kg
6.9kg
8.6kg
2.5kg
0.05kg
0.5kg
3.15kg
0.2kg
1.15kg
7kg
4.05kg
1.3kg
0.35kg
1.9kg
1.6kg
2017.5kg

Appendix B
Site

Hardwood III

Date

Feature No

F30

Other bag info.

D. Other

A. MCmetal.
ceramic
1/ furn wall frgt
2/ smithearth
3/ vitrified clay
4/ partially v.c
5/ other

B. Slag
1/ porous
2/ dense and crystall
3/ platy cake
4/ drippy
5/ other

C. SHB/Bl-SHB/FB
1/ convex/convex
2/ plano/convex
3/ concave/convex
4/ other

MW No

Size (cm)

Weight (gr)

Description No

Comments

<5

2181

11
8
8
6
6
6
9
5
5
7
9
8
7
9
6
7
6
7
5
6
7
6
6
6
7
6
5
6
5
5

276
363
145
42
69
78
314
75
36
93
147
113
86
219
73
192
146
76
104
98
114
84
43
54
88
56
52
67
53
47

SOIL

01/02/03
#17

168

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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Initials/Page No

A3
B2
A3
B4
B4
B2
B2
B4
B2
B4
B2
B2
B2
B4
B4
B4
B4
B4
B4
B4
B4
B2
B2
B2
B2
B2
B4
B4
B2
B2

Appendix C
Key for metallurgical waste typology graphs as per Appendix B and a more refined classification of individual pieces.
A. Metal Ceramics
Furnace wall fragment
Smithing Hearth wall fragment
Vitrified clay fragment
Partially vitrified clay

Group No
F1b
F1a
F2

1

Other
B. Slag
Porous

F2a
F3
F4a

2
3

Dense/crystalline
Platy cake

F4b
F5

1
2
3
4
5

4
5

Drippy
Other
C. Smithing Hearth Bottoms/BI-SHB/Furnace
Bottom
1
Convex/convex
2
Plano/convex
3
Concave/convex
4
Other
D. Other
CERAMICS

F6
F7
F8

Description
1b/round cake w/ dip middle or off centre
1a/ elliptical cake w/ dip in middle or off centre
2/ round cake w/ flat surface, smooth bottom, crystalline
x-section, thick
2a/ all of above w/ amorphous lump on top
3/ flat round cakes, rough bottom, thin
4a/ round (4a1) or elliptical (4a2) cakes with knob on
side
4b/ as for 4a but w/ knob on bottom surface
5/ elliptical/oval shaped cake w/ both rough surface AND
bottom
6/ plano-convex SHB
7/ unusual piece
8/ furnace wall/lining (use above category A)

F8a

8a/ furnace wall lining with slag
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JOHNSTOWN I: Sample F 360
4
No. of Samples
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Series1
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C
2
C
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C
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D
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3
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1
0
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 C1 C2 C3 C4

JOHNSTOWN I: Sample F 333
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

D

C
3

C
1

B4

B2

A5

Typology
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F8
a
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C
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JOHNSTOWN I: Sample F 300

A1

D

Typology

Typology

D

B2
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A3
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4
A1
A2

No. of Samples

JOHNSTOWN I: Sample F 316

C

2

1

Typology

Typology
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JOHNSTOWN I: F 297

B2
B3

5

C

ER
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C
1
C
2
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C
4
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4
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JOHNSTOWN I: Sample F 237

JOHNSTOWN I: Sample F 278
3
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Typology
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JOHNSTOWN I: Sample F 225
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JOHNSTOWN I: Sample F 155
JOHNSTOWN I: Sample F 176
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C

Typology

JOHNSTOWN I: Sample F 928

JOHNSTOWN I: Sample F 96
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Typology
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Typology
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D
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Series1
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APPENDIX 6
PART II: ANALYSIS OF AN IRON
ARTEFACT (KNIFE)
By Effie Photos-Jones
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Introduction
The artefact under investigation consisted of a small knife (02E0462:300:3) (see
Figure 1). The purpose of this brief investigation is two fold: to provide a)
information on the nature of the alloy and b) data on the composition of the slag
inclusions and by extension provenance the ores used. There is little doubt that the
artefact was made locally.
The knife, is 9cm long from blade to hilt; the width is c. 1cm at the hilt and c. 2cm at
the blade. Two cross-sections were removed with a diamond saw, one from the hilt,
the other from the blade. They were mounted on metallographic resin and ground and
polished with 6- and 3-microns diamond pastes (see Figures 2a and 2b respectively).
Metal has survived well in both sections. The polished blocks were subsequently
etched with 2% nital to reveal the metallographic structure and provide information
on the heat treatment that the artefact has undergone.
Figure 1
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On the nature of the alloy
In the absence of any remains of blooms or billets and any associated information
regarding the type of metal produced at Johnstown I, attention was turned towards the
finished artefact. Johnstown I revealed a considerable number of knives to the extent
that it could be argued that at some areas/periods a cutler may have been at work on
site. What was the level of his craftsmanship? Was the blade made of an iron-carbon
alloy or was it made of phosphoric iron? Iron carbon alloys with carbon not exceeding
on the average 0.3% are the natural products of the bloomery. This type of iron
would classify as wrought iron and would be most useful for a variety of purposes.
Blooms do not display a uniform distribution of carbon. The reason is that carbon
penetrates the solid metal as carbon monoxide, the extent of penetration depending on
local conditions. As a result some areas have higher carbon contents than others
which would make them steels (iron with an excess of 0.8%C to 1.8%C classifies as
steel). The smith would have known very well how to choose the appropriate
fragments of the bloom for the appropriate sections ie the blade versus the hilt (see
below).
Making steel is a complex process since the smith must have needed to BOTH start
with a bloom fragment made of a high carbon alloy suitable for steel-making as well
as cool the object from the critical temperature of c.7260C to room temperature
usually in a liquid (heat is lost much slower in air than in water). This is called
quenching. Colour of the hot metal (cherry-red, orange-red etc) was the only means of
assessing temperature. Quenched steel based on the formation of martensite, an
unstable iron carbide, provides a good hard edge which however can break easily,
unless tempered (reheated at a lower temperature). No wonder smiths, as opposed to
bronze smiths or even workers of precious metals, were held to such esteem in
practically any culture.
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Figure 2 : SEM-EDAX images of hilt and blade
Figure 2b: SEM-BS image of section of knife blade
handle(bar=2mm;x=10.7)

Figure 2a: SEM-BS image of section of knife handle
(bar=2mm;x=11.6)

Figure 2d: SEM-BS image of section of blade
showing the pearlite amidst ferrite (bar=200microns;
x=91.2)

Figure 2e: SEM-BS image of section of blade showing
the pearlite amidst ferrite at higher
magnification(bar=20microns; x=1000)

Figure 2c: SEM-BS image of slag inclusion (see also
Figure 3a) in the knife handle (bar=50microns;x=466)
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On phosphoric iron
Phosphoric iron needed no such expertise. Phosphorus from the bog ore was absorbed
by the iron in the bloom (at the expense of carbon) and furthermore naturally
hardened the metal as the cutting edge/tool edge was worked. In other words, it was
the near perfect and natural alloy for a tool. But the phosphorus content had to be
kept at very low levels.
Phosphorus distribution in the iron artefact
A simple way to establish how phosphorus partitions within the metal and the slag, is
to undertake x-ray maps shown in Figures 3 and 4. In each case, the SEM backscatter
detector image is shown in the top left, the area analysed spanning both slag inclusion
and metal. The elements mapped are calcium, phosphorus, potassium, manganese
and silica. The maps show conclusively that whatever phosphorus (and potassium) is
present, it concentrates within the glassy phase rather than the metal, confirming the
observation of the metallographic analysis that this is a carbon iron alloy.
Provenancing of iron ores typology
In addition to the structure of the metal, the composition of the slag inclusions is
investigated as a means of provenancing the local iron ores and by extension
establishing whether an artefact has been made locally or has been imported. The
study provided here is aimed at demonstrating a methodological approach rather than
providing all encompassing answers. Provenancing iron artefacts on the basis of slag
inclusion analysis requires considerable knowledge of local ores availability and
composition; similarly for metallurgical waste. Such studies are beyond the scope of
commercial work. However, the slow accumulation of data regarding slag inclusions
from artefacts which can be matched with corresponding data from metallurgical
waste, is an alternative means of establishing important background information.
Table 1 provides such information on six slag inclusions from the hilt and the blade
both single and multiple phased. It is clear that the single (silicates only) and the
multiple (ferrite/fayalite in glass) phase inclusions in blade and hilt originate from
manganese and phosphorus –rich bog ores. The hilt and the blade have been made of
different blooms but essentially the type of ore used is the same for both.
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Figure 3: X-ray distribution of Fe, Mn, P, K, Si in slag inclusion No 1.
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Figure 4: X-ray distribution of Ca, Mn, P, K, Si in slag inclusion No 2.
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The Johnstown I knife ((02E0462:300:3): conclusions
The Johnstown I knife ((02E0462:300:3) (see Figure 1)) is a low carbon iron alloy
with c. 0.2%C on the blade. The hilt is largely ferrite (iron with nearly no carbon) .
The blade is made from a single piece of bloom. Carburisation is erratic and dispersed
throughout the blade. The knife may have been quenched (plunged in water) in the
process of being formed, but the fast cooling would have no effect on the hardness of
the blade given its low carbon content. Instead prolonged stay in the hearth would
have been the

means for

ensuring carburisation and enhancing

hardness.

Metallographic structure and slag inclusion analysis (see above) reveals that either
the hilt and the blade were made from separate sections of the bloom (or different
blooms) forged together or that the original bloom was largely ferritic but prolonged
carburisation was applied to the blade only. It is probably a case for the latter.
Slag inclusion analysis matches knife and local metallurgical waste as produced from
bog ores. However in the case of the blade the fayalite is far too rich in manganese
and calcium. Very few samples of MW from Johnstown I produced such results (see
Photos-Jones 2003). On the other hand, the composition of the hilt inclusion is more
consistent with the above. High manganese and calcium phases are currently being
observed in the MW from Killickaweeny MW (see F Walsh, IAC Ltd) only about
7km to the east and part of the same KEK-M4 motorway scheme (Photos-Jones
2004).
This short report is aimed at providing an illustration of a methodology and the type
of information which can be obtained from the study of metal artefacts in association
with their metallurgical waste.
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Table 1: SEM-EDAX analyses of slag inclusions in 02E0462:300:3; composition in weight %; nd: not
determined.

Na2O
Jkn/bl/sin/an1 0.27
Jkn/bl/sin/an2 nd
Jkn/bl/sin/an3 0.60
Jkn/bl/sin/an4 nd
Jkn/bl/sin/an5 0.35
Jkn/hil/mul/an1 nd

MgO
0.71
0.79
0.39
0.66
0.41
0.38

Al2O3
2.49
2.40
4.84
2.17
3.60
nd

SiO2
37.27
44.45
36.25
38.78
33.88
24.94

P2O5
1.72
1.77
2.50
1.37
2.19
0.68

SO3
1.27
0.84
1.40
0.69
0.85
nd
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K2O
0.55
0.33
1.38
0.54
1.23
nd

CaO
16.02
19.36
14.12
16.66
14.24
2.95

TiO2
0.38
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd

MnO
26.84
33.12
25.94
28.97
27.04
22.11

FeO
7.25
7.41
9.37
7.88
8.59
40.26

BaO
nd
Nd
0.72
nd
nd
nd
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